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 Understanding the Marxian Notion
 of Exploitation: A Summary of the
 So-Called Transformation Problem

 Between Marxian Values and
 Competitive Prices

 By PAUL A. SAMUELSON
 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 Aid from the National Science Foundation is gratefully acknowledged.

 Part One. Background Analysis

 I. Introduction

 T IS WELL UNDERSTOOD that Karl Marx's

 model in Volume I of Capital (in which

 the "values" of goods are proportional-
 albeit not equal-to the labor embodied

 directly and indirectly in the goods) differs
 systematically from Marx's model in Volume
 III of Capital, in which actual competitive

 "prices" are relatively lowest for those goods

 of highest direct-labor intensity and highest
 for those goods of low labor intensity (or, in
 Marxian terminology, for those with highest

 "org,anic composition of capital"). Critics of
 Marxian economics have tended to regard

 the Volume III model as a return to conven-
 tional economic theory, and a belated, less-
 than-frank admission that the novel analysis
 of Volume I-the calculation of "equal rates
 of surplus value" and of "values"-was all an
 unnecessary and sterile muddle.'

 Neither Marx nor Engels ever conceded

 this; in subsequent years it has been almost a

 badge of membership to the leagule of
 Marxist theorists to subscribe to the view

 that the concepts of Marxian "value" are 1)

 philosophically fruitful, 2) sociologically and
 historically of interest and relevance, 3)

 crucial in providing insights into the nature

 of capitalistic exploitation and into the laws

 of motion of capitalist developments. In what

 is germane to the present survey, Marxists
 concerned with the technical foundations of
 the subject have also believed 4) that the
 profit rate and prices of Volume III (and
 hence of bourgeois economics) must be
 anchored on the total surplus deducible from

 Volume I's value analysis, or at least can be
 usefully so anchored, 5) that Marx himself
 showed (albeit with admittedly only approx-
 imate accuracy) how Volume I values with

 their microeconomic discrepancies are

 "transformed" into real world prices and
 profits, 6) that a long line of subsequent

 writers-including even such bourgeois eco-

 nomists as L. von Bortkiewicz along with

 Marxian analysts such as P. M. Sweezy, J.
 Winternitz, K. May, M. Dobb, R. Meek,
 et al.-have removed the approximations
 and minor inaccuracies involved in Marx's

 mode of transforming values into prices, so

 that 7) as matters now stand, Karl Marx's
 pioneering analysis of values and surplus-
 values has been finally vindicated even by

 I The criticism in Bohm-Bawerk [2, 1898] is merely
 the longest of a great number of similar critiques. In-
 cidentally, the view cannot be sustained that Marx,
 only after he had made his mistakes in Volume I, came
 to realize that he had need in Volume III to abandon or
 qualify his doctrines of surplus-value, for already in
 1865, which was prior to the 1867 publication of Volume
 I, he had completed the manuscripts that formed the
 basis for the Volume III treatment of this issue.

 399
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 the higher mathematics of modern economic
 analysis.

 I hope to give here a long-overdue review

 of this famous transformation problem.
 With the exception of the too-little-known

 1957 contribution of Francis Seton, the exist-

 ing discussions have a black magic quality to
 them (a 1907 algebraic procedure of Bort-
 kiewicz is employed, but its underlying

 significance is never made sufficiently clear).
 In this age of Leontief and Sraffa there is no

 excuse for mystery or partisan polemics in
 dealing with the purely logical aspects of the
 problem. So that the problems which are

 purely logical can be cleared up to the satis-

 faction of Marxians and non-Marxians alike,

 I am abstaining here from appraising the
 empirical fruitfulness of the exploitation
 hypotheses-for this or the last century, for
 static or dynamic insights.2

 Part One provides the stage setting to the

 controversy and discusses the tools needed
 for its understanding. Part Two, which can

 be read independently of the other Parts,
 provides a careful statement of the issues

 involved in the Marxian theory of exploita-
 tion of labor; I hope it will be useful to both
 Marxists and their critics. Part Three re-

 views and elucidates the various analytical

 issues raised by the different contributors to

 the literature.

 I should perhaps explain in the beginning

 why the words "so-called transformation
 problem" appear in the title. As the present

 survey shows, better descriptive words than

 "the transformation problem" would be pro-

 vided by "the problem of comparing and

 contrasting the mutually-exclusive alterna-

 tives of 'values' and 'prices'." For when you

 cut through the maze of algebra and come to

 understand what is going on, you discover

 that the "transformation algorithm" is pre-

 cisely of the following form: "Contemplate
 two alternative and discordant systems.

 Write down one. Now transform by taking

 an eraser and rubbing it out. Then fill in the

 other one. Voila! You have completed your

 transformation algorithm." By this tech-
 nique one can "transform" fiom phlogiston

 to entropy; from Ptolemy to Copernicus;
 from Newton to Einstein; from Genesis to

 Darwin-and, from entropy to phlogis-

 ton . ... It tells us something about the
 need for a systematic survey and elucidation

 of the transformation problem that this un-

 controversial and prosaic truth is nowhere
 underlined in what is now a copious litera-

 ture stretching over more than three-quar-
 ters of a century.3

 II. The Labor Theory of Value

 1. Begin with Adam Smith's4 "early and
 rude state," where i) land is superabundant
 and free and ii) productive methods are of

 such primitive and short duration that inter-

 est and profit are somehow ignorable.' Then

 2 I provide below a more detailed list of references.
 In Dorfman, Samuelson, and Solow's 1958 book [10]
 there appears what is now the standard notation for
 systems like those of Leontief [13, 1941 and 14, 1966]
 and Sraffa [35, 1960]-namely, labor is treated as the
 zeroth input, so that the amount of labor needed to
 produce one unit of the jth good, coal, or the amount
 of the ith good, iron, needed to produce that good, are
 written respectively as alabor, coal aoj and airon, coal
 = aij. These direct input requirements are to be dis-
 tinguished from the total (direct plus indirect) input

 requirements depicted by Aoj and Aij-as will be made
 clear later. Many of the footnotes will presuppose on
 the part of the reader familarity with modern economic
 analytics.

 3 For a terse algebraic demonstration of this, see my
 recent article [26, 1970]. Essentially the same point is
 discernible in the cited Bortkiewicz and Seton works,
 and also in the Morishima-Seton article [21, 1961] and
 in Johansen's 1961 note [11].

 4 In The wealth of nations [34, 1776], Book I, Ch. VI,
 we find: "In that early and rude state of society which
 precedes both the accumulation of stock and the ap-
 propriation of land, the proportions between the quan-
 tities of labour necessary for acquiring different objects
 seems to be the only circumstance which can afford any
 rule for exchanging them one for another."

 6 It is easier to justify ignoring land and its rent-for
 under primitive conditions it is easy to imagine land to
 be superabundant, so that it becomes a free factor and
 production gets carried on in a land-sated fashion. It
 is harder, though, to justify in a primitive community
 any assumption that intermediate and durable goods
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation

 certainly if it takes one hour to hunt a deer
 and two hours of equally simple labor to hunt
 a beaver, the exchange ratio must end up
 with deer half as dear as beaver. The net na-

 tional product represented las a flow of output
 and as a flow of factor income could take the

 simple form

 NNP = 1 deer + 2 beaver

 = 100 percent of wage income

 This result, that Pbeaver/Pdeer= and W/
 Pbeaver= 1/2 per hour, W/Pdeer= 1 per hour,
 not only agrees with the "undiluted labor
 theory of value." It is also, under the pos-
 tulated circumstances, the correct general
 equilibrium outcome according to Walras
 and Bohm-Bawerk! So long as deer and
 beaver production are both positive, the
 price ratio and the equilibrium ratio of mar-
 ginal utilities for every consumer of the two
 goods will be predictable solely from the
 direct labor coefficients ao0= 1, a02= 2.6 The
 result also agrees both with Volume I's
 analysis of Marxian values and Marx's Vol-
 ume III analysis of prices.

 2. We can complicate the scenario a little
 without altering fundamentals. Suppose
 coats made from beaver are the relevant

 final good, along with fresh-eaten vension.
 All of the labor in the deer industry is direct
 labor ("live" labor). But suppose the two
 hours needed to hunt a beaver must be

 supplemented in a second period by one

 are in such superabundant supply that time-sated
 productive methods are feasible. Rude economies are
 not low or zero interest economies; they tend to be high
 interest states, in which short-time methods are used
 precisely because of the very "scarcity of time," inci-
 dent to the serious problem of living from harvest to
 next harvest and from random scarcity of game and
 crops to random abundance. As will become clear, we
 must therefore make some heroic abstractions to give
 Smith the rope he needs for his argument-e.g., an
 assumption of instantaneous production of deer and
 beaver.

 6 For an elementary textbook discussion of the simple
 labor theory of value, see Samuelson [27], pp. 26-28,
 712-26 of the 1970 (8th) edition, or pp. 27-29, 708-22
 of the 1967 (7th) edition.

 further hour of sewing provided by labor
 that is equally simple, equally untrained,
 equally pleasant or unpleasant. Then a
 beaver coat has three hours of total labor in

 it: one hour of direct (live) labor and two
 hours of indirect ("dead") labor. With land
 superabundant and time ignorable, Smith,
 Ricardo, and any believer in a labor theory
 of value will agree that

 Pbeaver coat/Pdeer = (2 + 1)/1 = 3

 = A02/Aol > ao2/aoi

 = 2/1

 i.e., it is total embodied labor (direct and in-
 direct, as summarized by Aoj) and not
 merely embodied direct labor (as summarized
 by aoj) which determines the jth good's price
 in the undiluted-labor-theory model.

 The reader can verify that the problem is
 not essentially more complicated if we addi-
 tionally assume that, say, four units of deer
 are needed as bait to hunt a unit of beaver.

 This merely adds further to the labor em-
 bodied indirectly in a beaver coat: now we
 have A02=4+2+1=7 hours in all. Most
 generally, if we stick with the simple Aus-
 trian "recursive" pattern, in which every
 final product can ultimately be decomposed
 into the labor at "earlier" stages, the em-
 bodied-labor ratios A02/Ao01 can always be
 calculated by a finite multiplier chain.7

 3. Leontief, and Marx before him (in
 Volume II's discussion of models of simple
 reproduction), goes beyond this recursive
 Austrian case to recognize that any output
 may also be needed as an input: to produce
 corn requires coal; to produce coal requires
 corn; to produce corn requires corn-in-
 directly or, as in the case of seed, directly.
 Recall these input-output coefficients are
 written as a, in contrast to a direct labor re-

 7 In technical terms, the Austrian model can be
 written with aij= 0 when i>j, so that I-a has all diago-
 nal and below-diagonal elements zero, with the con-
 sequence that [I-a]-'=I+a+a2+ .* * +an-l, a finite
 series by virtue of the fact that an= = an+t, where n
 is the number of goods in the system.

 401
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 quirement already written as ao. (E.g.,

 acoal, corn = a35, acoal, coal = a33, alabor, coal = aO3-

 the first subscript denoting input, the second

 denoting output, and labor being so to speak
 the zeroth industry.)

 The generacl notion of input-output can be

 quickly reviewed by positing that along with
 labor it takes deer itself to hunt deer (as
 bait, decoy, or seed). The adeer deer or a coeffi-

 cient must be a fraction, the (Hawkins.
 Simon) condition8 for the system to be

 capable of producing net final deer meat.
 Suppose it takes a= 3/4 deer to produce a
 deer, and a01= 1 labor also. Obviously, in the

 steady state, you must produce four deer
 gross in order to have one deer net left for

 consumption. So what must be embodied

 total labor hours in a deer? Obviously, Ao0
 = a014= 4. To get I deer net, you must pro-

 duce gross [1-3/4]-', or generally [I-a]-'.
 (Example: if bait requires 1/2, we need 2

 = I/(I-1/2); if 2/3, we need 3 = 1/(1 -2/3);
 if 1/3, we need 1/(1 - 1/3) = 3/2, which does
 leave one left over net.)

 This total Ao embodied labor coefficient
 can always be written as

 (1) Ao = ao[I -a]-

 The accuracy of this result can be verified by

 going back in time to add up the dead labor
 needed at all the previous stages. Thus, for

 a = 3/4, we need ao 1 for live labor to pro-
 duce the 1 of final deer. How much direct

 labor was needed one period back to produce

 the 3/4 deer of bait? Clearly ao3/4. And two
 periods back, ao(3/4)2. And so forth for
 ao(3/4)3, . . ao(3/4)n , in a never-ending
 chain. In all, we find

 Ao=ao+ao3/4+ao(3/4) 2+ao(3/4)3+**

 =ao[I+3/4+9/16+27/64+]

 I
 =ao - = ao4 = 4

 I - 3/4

 We have here used the high-school algebra

 formula for a convergent infinite-geometric

 progression, I+h+h2-+ = (I-h)-',
 where h is less than one in absolute value.

 The numer-als "I" and "1" are used inter-

 changeably here, to prepare for the matrix

 case where "I" is given a special meaning as

 "unity."
 4. To prepare for Marx and Leontief's

 later arithmetic, suppose a taxing govern-

 ment rears its head in Smith's early and rude

 state of the undiluted labor theory of value.
 It can levy a turnover tax, of say, r = 10 per-

 cent, on all transactions. Or, alternatively, a

 value-added tax on the labor payments of
 say, s= 50 percent. What is the "incidence"

 upon competitive price charged for deer,

 when that price is expressed in the same old
 wage units (e.g., hours)? Now A0=4 is
 definitely too small.

 Let us calculate each case separately: for

 the turnover tax, which will correspond to

 Volume III's profit-price model; and for the
 value-added tax, which will correspond to

 Volume I's surplus value model. I begin with
 the turnover tax of r = .10.

 In the simplest case, where two direct

 hours produce one beaver and one direct

 hour produces one deer, the price in both

 industries is marked up by ten percent. The
 new exchange ratio is clearly given by

 2(1.1)/I (1.1) = a02(I.I)/ao1(I.I). Exchange
 ratios are still the same as those given by
 embodied labor contents, because the tax

 happens to cancel out.

 In the case where a beaver coat requires

 two units of labor to hunt the beaver and one

 more unit of labor of sewing, the matter is
 not quite so simple. The price of a coat in-
 cludes the tax once on the one unit of direct

 sewing labor; it also includes a pyramided

 8 This condition, which was in fact discovered in
 connection with discussion of dynamic Marxian sys-
 tems, is discussed in Dorfman-Samuelson-Solow [10,
 1958] and boils down to the requirement that it must
 not take to produce one unit of any good, directly and
 indirectly, more than one unit of itself as input. For an
 indecomposable non-negative matrix a, the Hawkins-
 Simon condition is equivalent to the requirement that

 [I-a]X= C has a positive solution X for some C>0, or
 that det [I-a] >0.
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 403

 markup on the one unit of raw beaver input,

 which already has a tax in it from the two
 units of labor of earlier stage. Now the cost

 of a coat is [2(I.1) +11(I.1) = 2(I.1)2+1 (I.1)
 = 3.52, and its price ratio to simple deer price

 is

 [2(1.1)2 + 1(1.1)]/1(1.1)
 = [2(1.1) + 1]/1 = 3.2/1

 = A02/Ao1 > aO2/aoi = [2 + 1]/1

 Summary. Because industries are un-

 equal in their relative-direct-labor in-
 tensities (organic compositions of

 capital), a turnover tax pyramids or
 compounds differently in the various
 indtustries, leading to exchange ratios

 that deviate from those given by em-

 bodied labor hours. Those with relatively

 most labor "dated far back" rise most iil
 relative price.

 Thus formula (1) clearly had need to be

 modified. A ten percent turnover tax must be
 paid at every stage and applies to non-labor
 costs as well as direct labor costs: its effects

 on prices are exactly those of supposing that

 every input requirement, a and ao, is arti-
 ficially stepped up by 1.1. So equation (1)
 will become in the case of a turnover tax of
 I+r,

 (2) Ao(r) = ao(1 + r)[I - a(1 + r)]'

 > Ao(O)- Ao of (1) if r > 0.

 The reader can verify this by adding the
 pyramided tax at all the stages or turnovers,

 namely

 ao(l.1)+ao(1.1) { a(1.1) } +ao(1.1) {a(1.1) } 2

 + =ao(1.1)[I+{a(1.1)}

 +{a(1.1)12+. .

 =ao(1.1) [I-a(1.1)f1t

 This demonstrates a further obvious truth:

 raising r, ass from .1 to .2, must add to cost

 at every stage, and hence in toto: so A o(r) is
 an ever-rising function of r, with A o'(r) > 0.

 Indeed, r must not get too large: if it takes

 3/4 deer as bait for one deer, r must stay

 below 33' percent. This is because no price

 could recoup a larger tax rate, since for r 3

 Ao(l/3) = ao(I + 1/3) +3/4Ao(1/3) (1 + 1/3)

 = ao4/3 + (3/4) (4/3) A o(1/3)

 showing that nothing would be left over for

 wages at so high a tax!
 Now look at the value-added tax. This

 case is much simpler. The tax does not
 pyramid. It is paid once on direct labor at

 each of the many stages. If the tax is s=.3,
 then the effect is exactly as if you must pay
 for 1.3 hours of labor where before you paid

 for 1. Thus each ao becomes ao(I.3), but the
 input-output coefficients for raw materials, a,

 are left quite unchanged. So (1) is modified
 for the value-added case to read9

 (3) Ao(O)(I + s) =ao(1 + s)[I-a]-]

 Summary. A value-added tax on labor

 leaves all price ratios the same as em-

 bodied labor ratios, marking up all prices

 by the same percentage.

 In concluding the tax arithmetic, note

 that one could have a "transformation"
 problem or a "contrast and compare" prob-
 lem between the two tax regimes. For all rs,

 there is one spread of results; for all ss, there
 is a different spread of results. It is not clear
 how one would want to pair off a particular
 r* and s* for comparison. But, if one were a

 libertarian who regarded the government as a

 voracious octopus that takes resources away
 from people, one could postulate a theory of
 government exploitation in which, whether
 by a turnover tax r* or a value-added tax s*,
 taxation leaves the private worker with the
 same minimum-subsistence real wage. In

 9 The reader not well-versed in algebra is reminded
 that Ao is short for [Aol,Ao2, J * and that (3) is a
 terse way of saying: "price of any good when the rate
 of surplus value is positive is equal to its embodied
 labor content multiplied by one-plus-the-rate-of-sur-
 plus-value."
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 either regime the worker, so to speak, works
 six hours of the twelve-hour day for himself
 and six hours for the exploiting octopus. If
 the needed minimum amount of subsistence
 is m(say m= 1/10 deer per labor unit), we

 can solve for the alternative r* or s*, respec-
 tively by W/P= m= 1/10, thus

 Ao(r)m 1 or Ao(0)(1 + s)m = 1

 Where it takes 3/4 deer as bait and one direct
 hunting hour and m= 1/10, we find

 (1 + r)[I - 3/4(1 + r)]-1 1/10
 1 +r 4(1 +r)

 10[l - 3/4(1 + r)] 40 - 30(1 + r)

 40
 1+r*= -= 1+6/34

 So the turnover tax rate is 6/34 or about
 171 percent. Alternatively

 (1+s)[I-3/4]-f 1/=10 (1+s)(4) 1/10= 1

 10
 1+s*=-=1+1.5

 4

 So the value-added tax rate is one-hundred-

 fifty percent. Hence (r*, s*) -- (6/34, 1.5) is
 the relevant pairing. Naturally s* > r*, since
 the turnover tax, being compounded so many
 times, must be at a lower rate than the only-
 once applied value-added tax if the same real
 wage is to ensue.

 III. Shortcomings of the Labor
 Theory of Value

 1. Adam Smith lingered in his "early and
 rude state" with its undiluted labor theory

 for only a page. Turn the page and Eden is
 left behind. Now land is scarce; rent is
 charged for it; deer and beaver now have
 exchange prices that include land-rent, and
 except in the singular case of goods that
 happen to have exactly the same labor-land

 intensities, price ratios forever depart from
 embodied labor contents.

 How did the Ricardians miss this ele-

 mentary fact? Most of them, most of the

 time, thought that if Ricardo took his analy-

 sis out to the "external margin," where "no-

 rent land" was used, that he could "get rid of

 the complication of land." Out there, deer
 and beaver exchange at their labor require-

 ments. But this is trivial nonsense; one

 doubts that clever David Ricardo could him-
 self ever have been long fooled by it. For let

 society's tastes change from land-extensive

 deer hunting to labor-intensive beaver hunt-

 ing: then Ricardo's hope to separate the

 important question of income distribution
 from the complicated problem of demand

 pricing is doomed. For now the external

 margin 'ust worth cultivating is changed, and
 the new embodied labor ratios have to be

 solved for by Walrasian conditions of the

 type Ricardo hoped to be able to ignore.'0
 2. There is a second limitation on the labor

 theory of value: people are not all alike.
 Ricardo and Marx hoped to evade this

 difficulty by redefining new units of labor

 power. If men are one-third as productive as

 women, use an hour of male labor as the
 lowest common denominator and then dub

 each female labor as being three honorary
 male units. In terms of the new efficiency

 units, IL,+3L2= L, carry on with the labor
 theory of value.

 This is fine-if it works. Remember, Marx
 believed that many of the differences be-
 tween highly-skilled and unskilled labor
 rested on the differences in past training,

 which was produced by earlier teaching-
 time labor. (When one must deal with educa-
 tional labor that is still bearing fruit 40 years
 later, Smith's postulate that time is ignorable
 becomes questionable. But one objection at a
 time; the effect of profit and interest will soon
 secure its attention.)

 However, the efficiency-unit device will
 work empirically at best only as an approxi-
 mation. Natural differences show a Gaussian-
 like spread. "A man's a man, for all of that"

 10 See the cited elementary discussion [27, Samuelson,
 19701 or the more complete demonstration in the
 seventh edition, pp. 8, 28.
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 405

 is a proper legal dictum. But a woman is not

 a man, and men are not at any age homo-

 zygous twins. Thus, let women be three

 times as efficient in beaver production and

 two times as efficient in deer production.

 How do we get our new quantum of "socially-

 necessary labor"? By IL1+3L2? By IL,
 +2L2? By IL1+21 L2? All are wrong. Given
 the new data about female productivities

 along with the original knowledge that it

 takes twice the male labor for a beaver as for

 a deer, what predictions about exchange
 ratios can we now obtain from the labor

 theory of value?

 The answers are, on reflection, clear.
 Without the Walrasian conditions of full
 demand equilibrium, which Ricardo wished

 to avoid in dealing with income distribution,

 little progress is possible. The beaver/deer

 exchange ratio can range anywhere fiom 4/3

 to 2/1 depending upon whether tastes are
 strong for deer or for beaver. Attempting to

 apply a simple labor theory would result in
 wasteful neglect of comparative advantage
 (in which no woman should be producing
 deer while any man is producing beaver, etc.).
 Indeed, to understand the statics and dyn-

 amics of men-women distributive shares re-
 quires use rather than neglect of the tools of
 bourgeois economics (i.e., of simple general
 equilibrium pricing).

 3. An exercise in overkill of the labor

 theory of value has little point at this date.
 But, of course, the most common objection
 to it comes from the consideration of time.

 Smith's early and rude state, although
 anthropologically rubbish, was logically irre-
 proachable in its assumption of superabund-
 ant land and zero rent. Its notion that time

 can be ignored-that "capital" is super-
 abundant and production is "time-satur-
 ated" under primitive conditions-was al-
 ways suspect. So it is well that Smith, after
 turning the page of labor theory of value,
 does include interest or profit in competitive

 price along with labor wages and land rent.
 Ricardo lingered longer over the labor

 theory-too long his critics tbought-but
 from the beginning he admitted that shrimp

 picked up on the shore, in comparison with
 ancient oaks or aged wine, would not ex-

 change in accordance with respective em-

 bodied labor contents. It is a sad reflection on

 the decadence of literary economics that so
 much printer's ink has been wasted on the

 sterile and ambiguous question of whether
 Ricardo had or didn't have a labor theory of
 value, or a 93 percent labor theory, or .

 In the real world, of 1776, 1817, or 1970,
 time was money and interest (or profit, they
 are the same thing when uncertainty is
 ignorable) rates were not zero. Interest will
 compound as a cost exactly like the turnover
 tax of my equation (2).11 So the bourgeois
 economics that Marx inherited at midcen-
 tury did expect competitive price ratios to
 differ from embodied labor contents-just as

 my A02(r)/Aoi(r) of (2) differs from A02/Ao0
 =A02(0)/Ao1(0) of (1). Only by stepping up
 past-dated labor by the compounding factor
 of interest, by ao(I + r) and a(l + r) and by

 ao(1 + r) + ao(1 + r){a(1 + r)}

 + ao(1 + r){a(1 + r)}2

 + * * * etc.,

 can one calculate actual competitive costs

 and prices of production.
 -Karl Marx, in the posthumous 1894 Vol-

 ume III of Capital, did concur in these
 arithmetical facts. But his route was a more

 Hegelian one-of first reaction in the form of
 Volume I's analysis of "values" along the
 line of my Equation (3)'s value-added tax
 arithmetic, and then Volume III's later
 synthesis by means of the so- called "trans-
 formation process."

 IV. A Pre-Marx Subsistence-Wage Model

 To understand this devious path, let us
 now recall that the classical economists
 regarded labor-along with deer, or beaver,

 11 See Sraffa [35, 1960] or Samuelson [26, 1970 and
 29, 1959].
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 or velvets-as also subject to a cost of pro-
 duction. The Malthus theory of population
 is a well known instance. Ricardo's theory is
 in its essentials identical with that of Mal-

 thus. With modern von Neumann"2 methods

 we can easily understand the logic and the
 biological linkages of the Malthus model.
 Although Marx admired Ricardo, he loathed
 Malthus as a reactionary and even plagiarist.
 To the extent that Marx insists on rejecting
 Malthusian models, we are left with a harder
 task of understanding just how his von

 Neumann linkages are envisaged to operate.
 My task here is not that of perhaps discover-
 ing that the Emperor wears no clothes and
 that perhaps Marx's hypothesis of a mini-
 mum-subsistence exploitative wage is not

 well determined by efficacious linkages. My

 task is to elucidate the logic of his model, on
 the basis of acceptance of its basic postulates
 and axioms.

 1. Let us return to Smith's rude state: two

 units of labor produce a beaver, one unit of
 labor produces a deer. Suppose minimum
 daily sustenance requires m = one deer.
 Then nothing is left over for luxury con-

 sumption of beaver. And nothing is left over
 for a possible positive profit rate or for any
 taxation whether of value-added or turnover
 type. Actually, if a tax were imposed the
 population would die out, just as it would if
 subsistence were at m> 1.

 But suppose, perhaps because of an in-

 vention that makes vension more digestable,
 the minimum needed wage drops below 1.
 With m <1, we have a contradiction: deer

 and labor cannot both be at their costs of pro-
 duction in terms of each other. Why not?
 Because the following two equations have no
 consistent solution:

 W/Pdeer = m < 1 = aoi1

 = 1/(Pdeer/W) = W/Pdeer

 If an obliging exploiting government came

 along with a tax of either 1 +s* = 1r/m or
 1 +r* = 1,/m, the "contradiction" would dis-
 appear. In the Marx scenario, an obliging

 acquisitive capitalist provides the function of

 appropriating the surplus, 1 - m. He does

 this by commanding a positive rate of profit,

 1 +r* = 1/mr> 1, the exploitative rate of profit

 that leaves the real wage at the minimum
 subsistence level.

 But actually this hypothesis is absurd in

 the context of Smith's early and rude state.

 What hold does the capitalist have there on
 the worker? What bargain can he strike?

 What that is useful can the employer with-
 hold from the rude worker, who hunts where
 he pleases on superabundant acres and is free

 to eat his kill on the spot? Obviously, a
 vulgar Marxian is wrong to resolve (4)'s

 contradiction by positing 1+r* = 1/m. And
 Smith himself knew better. He knew that

 cost affects price only by its effect on supply. If
 the real wage exceeds m of subsistence, that
 means population will grow. And, until

 Marx accepts Malthus' law of diminishing
 returns (to men become so numerous that
 land becomes crowded and no longer free),
 wages stay high above subsistence and
 population grows forever in a Neumann-
 Malthus golden age. Symbolically, (4) is
 replaced by

 1 d(population)

 population dt

 = a rising function of (aol- - m)

 = k(W/Pdeer - m) > 0, say,

 where k > 0 and the implied solution is one of

 exponential growth like eXt, X>0.13

 Summary. In Smith's rudest state there
 is no tendency whatsoever for the real

 wage to fall to labor's minimum cost of
 subsistence. Instead the number of units

 of labor grows exponentially. At best,

 the Marx folmula 1+r*= 1/m would

 n There is a voluminous modern literature on the
 1931 model of von Neumann [22, 19451.

 13 Recall my Economics [27, Samuelson, 1970, 8th ed.,
 P. 713, or the 7th ed., p. 708].
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 give us the rate of profit that owners of

 slave power, of robots producible in--
 stantaneously out of deer, could earn on

 their assets. Free labor is another
 matter.

 2. To give the crude exploitation theory of

 wages a better run foi its money, let us alter
 some of Smith's strong assumptions. Now

 suppose subsistence consists solely of 1/3 of a
 new beaver coat needed each period and of
 nothing else. Now there is no room for deer

 production, for profit, or for taxation. To

 produce one new beaver coat, it will be
 recalled from our earlier example, requires
 two units of labor in hunting at a first stage;
 then in a second stage one more unit of labor
 in sewing-or three units of labor in all.
 Therefore,14 man must again work all the
 twelve-hour day for his minimum subsis-
 tence: hunting and sewing in the steady
 state. Now the costs of production, in terms
 of each otber-of men and beaver coats,
 happen to be consistent, namely

 W/P = 1/Ao = 1/(2 + 1) 1/3

 WIP = m = 1/3 = A 0-

 = 17(2 + 1)

 = 1/(P/W)(1 + 0)

 Now, however, capital goods in the form of
 slain beaver are seen to be needed as raw
 material in the steady state. If the needed
 final goods are to be produced, sewers must
 be supplied with goods-in-process to work
 with.

 Since this is a subsistence economy with
 nary a surplus, it is not clear how the syn-
 chronized state ever got off the ground and
 got itself started. Who went without his
 needed m at an earlier date? No obvious

 answer is forthcoming. So let us now leave

 the subsistence economy for a surplus eco-
 nomy.

 Imagine that an invention has reduced the
 minimum subsistence level, or cost-of-pro-
 duction level, to m= 1/3.84< 1/3 = 1/Ao.
 Then, as back in (4), we have inconsistent

 costs of production for labor and wage goods
 in terms of each other. A sophisticated
 Marxist, trying to express his theory in terms
 a bourgeois economist (say, David Ricardo)
 could understand, would be tempted to write
 down

 (6) Pcoat =W2(1 + r)2 + W1(1 + r)
 = WAo(r), cost of production

 W/Pcoat = m = 1/4.08, labor-power cost of

 production

 4.08 = 2(1 + r)2 + 1(1 + r)

 1+ r* = I_ 1 + -/I + 4(2)4.08
 4 4

 -1 + V/33.64 -1 + 5.8

 4 4

 = 1.2

 Thus, twenty percent is the exploitation
 theory's equilibrium rate of profit, r*, at
 which the real wage is down to the minimum
 of subsistence.

 3. But is this a correct behavior equation?
 Maybe yes, maybe no. At least the theory
 now has a logical chance. If workers do not
 save-do not "abstain," do not "wait"-
 they will be unable to provide raw materials
 needed for their labor to work with. If
 capitalists own raw beaver, they can now
 strike a bargain with the workers and cap-
 ture some of the producible surplus, 1/A o-m
 or 1/m-Ao. But how much can capitalists
 get? And by what methods? Let us see.

 Begin with zero profit. Immediately after
 the invention, if r stays zero, the workers get
 a wage above subsistence. In Malthus-
 Ricardo fashion, population grows. But now
 beaver-raw-material will be in short supply.

 14 To relate this model more simply to Marx's image
 of the exploited worker as toiling so many hours of the
 day for himself and the remaining working hours for the
 exploiting employer, my earlier assumptions of hourly
 inputs has been transmuted here to daily inputs-for
 which the reader's indulgence is asked.
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 How much can capitalists capture in a com-
 petitive market? Perhaps as much as r*=.2.
 Perhaps less. Perhaps more as workers starve
 and begin to die out.

 What steady-state golden-age permanent
 equilibrium is possible? That depends on
 capitalists' propensity to save out of each
 profit level r and on how much raw-material
 capital is needed for the production process.
 I shall not, in discussing 1776 or 1867 models,
 write down the modern Harrod-Solow-

 Kalecki identities.15 But I can summarize

 what has to be the proper empirical outcome:

 Summary. The equilibrium profit rate
 will be between zero and the exploitation
 rate r*, at a level just large enough to
 coax out the balanced capital formation
 (of beaver raw material) needed for the
 growing labor force to work with. The
 work force grows because the real wage
 exceeds the minimum cost of subsistence

 and of reproduction of labor power. Any
 increase in capitalists' propensity to
 save out of each profit rate will raise the
 real wage and the system's natural rate
 of growth, and will lower the equilibrium
 profit rate. If we superimpose continuing
 technological change on the system, real
 wages under developing capitalism can
 be presumed to rise-slowly or rapidly
 depending upon the nature of the inno-
 vations and the underlying biological
 and thrift propensities.

 We are left with a model that could as

 legitimately be claimed by Nassau Senior as
 by Karl Marx or Joan Robinson! Thus sup-
 pose the bourgeois family lives forever.
 Suppose it acts as if it had a Pigouvian rate
 of subjective time preference for present over
 future utilities of exactly p= 6 percent. Then

 15 Refer to J. Robinson [24, 1956] or N. Kaldor [12,
 1956].

 16 Discussion and summary of optimal control theory,
 as discussed by Ramsey, Uzawa, Morishima, Hicks,
 Shell, Cass, Samuelson and Bolow, Arrow, Kurz, Mirr-
 lees, and many others is given in Burmeister and Dobell
 [7, 1970], a convenient reference work.

 the equilibrium Harrod identities will adjust
 themselves, as Ramseyl6 analysis proves, to
 .06=p<r °<r*= .20.

 4. Writers on the transformation problem
 have accepted, generally uncritically, the
 exploitation theory of profit and wages. So I
 must not supersede it here. Therefore, from
 now on, let us stipulate that labor reproduces
 itself mightily at the slightest rise in real
 wage and that capitalists are grudging
 savers, with the result that r° is always up
 near its maximum r* rate.

 What this section has established is that

 the exploitation model can be couched in
 bourgeois terms free of the teiminological
 innovations of Marx's Volume I. But let us

 note that the spirit of the model can also be
 attained by Marxian concepts of surplus
 value. Our comparison of the turnover and
 value-added taxes prepares us to understand
 this.

 Thus, a turnover tax of 20 percent with
 the exploiting state providing steady-state
 reproduction of capital goods and wasting
 the surplus could achieve the described
 minimum-subsistence equilibrium. But a
 value-added tax on labor could also accom-

 plish this. We now tax at the rate s the two
 hunting labor units and the one labor sewing
 unit, and solve the equivalent of (3)

 1/m = 4.08 = 2(1 + s) + 1(1 + s)

 (7) = 3(1 + s) = Ao(1 + s)

 s* = 1.08/3 = .36

 The needed value-added tax is 36 percent. Or
 as Marx would say, the "uniform rate of
 surplus value or labor exploitation" (applied
 only to the live labor of each stage!) is 36
 percent. Of every 12 full-hour day, under
 either the Volume III profit scenario or the
 Volume I surplus-value scenario, the worker
 works 100/136 for himself and the other
 36/136 of the time for the government or for
 the capitalists' exaction. (What is different in
 the alternative regimes is the exchange ratio
 of directly-produced beaver and indirectly-

 408
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 409

 produced coats, namely 3/1 versus 3.4/1

 = [92(1.92)+1]/1.)
 V. Graphical Synthesis17

 Figure 1, which uses numerical data from a

 table to come in Part Two (namely Table 2),

 can summarize the exploitation theory of
 wages and interest. The production-possibil-
 ity frontier of net final goods, producible

 with fixed labor of scay, 1, is given by ABZ,

 with slope determined by embodied labor

 coefficients A02/Aol. The minimum subsis-
 tence cost-of-production level is shown by
 the m'mm" contour, whose corner at m
 specifies the market basket of needed wage

 goods.

 There are three distinct ways of getting to

 m: 1) by direct planning, rationing, and

 command; 2) by a competitive profit rate r
 (corresponding to a turnover tax); 3) by a
 postulated equal rate of surplus value s
 (involving a markup on direct labor costs

 alone, on Marx's "variable capital vj" ex-
 clusive of his "constant capital Cj", and
 corresponding to a value-added tax). The
 first of these methods requires no further
 explanation.

 In the second regime, charging a positive

 profit, r>O, will push the budget-equation
 for the representative worker inward from
 ABZ, as the elements of Ao(r) are marked up

 over Ao(O). The inward shift will generally
 not be parallel, tending rather to steepen in
 recognition of the fact that the good with
 relatively less direct labor will have more of a
 markup from the compounded interest on its

 earlier-dated labor. These steepening lines

 will cover the chart and there will be a unique
 profit rate, r*, that brings the worker's bud-

 get constraint down to amz, the steep line
 through m.

 In the third regime, a positive rate of sur-
 plus value, s > 0, achieves the same minimum

 at m. But because surplus value, like a value-
 added tax, is charged only once on labor no
 matter how early is its date, the markup is

 the same percentage (1 +s), on all goods;
 hence the shift of the worker's budget-equa-
 tion is inward in a parallel way. And of
 course there will be a unique s* that produces
 the indicated broken line through m parallel
 to ABZ. The difference between the slopes

 of the two lines through m depicts the "con-
 tradiction" between Volume III's bourgeois
 prices and Volume I's Marxian values (only

 the latter having ratios that still agree with

 the ratios of the embodied labor require-
 ments of the undiluted labor theory of

 value).
 Figure 2 reveals even more explicitly the

 determination of the unique profit and
 surplus-value rates. Figure 2(a) presents the

 "factor-price frontier"18 relating the profit
 rate, r, to the real wage in terms of the first

 good, W/P1= l/Aol(r). Figure 2(b) relates r
 to the real wage in terms of the second good,

 W/P2= 1/AO2(r). Figure 2(c) relates r to the
 (mi) market basket of subsistence goods,

 W/(Pimi+P2m2) = 1/[Aoi(r)m1+Ao2(r)m2].
 The exploitation equilibrium profit rate, r*,
 is determined by the specified subsistence
 level m, as indicated at e*.

 The right-hand side of Figure 2 shows the
 same story, but this time told for "values."
 Now at the extreme right, in 2(d), the real
 wage of the first good is plotted against the
 rate of surplus value s, and is a rectangular

 hyperbola determined by the equation w/pl
 = I/Ao1(O) (1 +s), where values are indicated
 by the lower-case letters pj. Similarly, 2(e)
 plots s against the real wage of the second
 good, expressed in the values regime. Finally,
 Figure 2(f) plots the real wage in terms of
 the market basket of subsistence wage goods,
 or mathematically w/(plml+p2m2) 1/

 [Ao1(O)m1+AO2(0)m22(1 + s). Notice that all
 the three right diagrams of the values regime
 are rectangular hyperbolae and so ratios of
 them all cancel out the (1 + s) = common
 factor and do reflect embodied labor coeffi-
 cients.

 17 This section can be skipped, or read following the
 reading of Part Two.

 18 For this concept, see Samuelson [32, 1962; 28,
 1957; 27, 1970 and 31, 1961] or Sraffa [35, 1960].
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 given by ABZ, with slope reflecting total-embodied-labor hours, A02(0)/Aol(O). Subsistence specified
 as needed for reproduction of laborers is given by m'mm". A planned economy might go directly to
 m by command. Or, in a regime of Volume I's values raising the rate of surplus value, s, would shift
 the workers budget constraint inward in a fashion parallel to ABZ-until at s* = 100 percent we reach
 the broken line through m parallel to ABZ. In a regime of Volume Ill's prices, raising the profit rate
 above zero shifts the budget constraint inward, in a steepened fashion relative to ABZ-until, at r* =
 33 1/3 percent, amz is reached, with price of coal risen relative to price of corn because of the latter's
 relatively greater ratio of direct labor and the implied greater A02(1/3)/Aol(1/3) ratio. Because of the
 singular assumption of equal-internal-compositions, the gross amounts of productions are shown at G,
 on the same ray as Om and OB.
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 411

 A natural way to pair (r*, s*) values is

 shown by the horizontal real-wage line that is

 common to the two regimes. As that horizon-

 tal line is raised or lowered, we generate all
 the (r*, s*) pairings that correspond to the

 same real wage (in terms of specified mj pro-
 portions of subsistence). Obviously, r* and s*
 rise and fall together. Obviously, r* <s* if
 any early-date labor (constant capital) is in-

 volved in producing the subsistence goods.

 Obviously, changing the composition of the
 subsistence market-basket of goods will alter
 the pairing relationship between (r*, 5*).19

 In the general case the Volume I relations

 on the right are simpler than those on the

 left. Being simple hyperbolae, they can be
 inverted and solved for s* by a simple linear

 equation. The relations on the left involve

 Leontief-Sraffa compounding of profits and

 have to be written as ratios of a common nth

 degree polynomial to different nth degree
 polynomials for each good depending upon
 its time-profile of dated labor.20

 We have now completed Part One's prepa-
 ratory review and background exposition of

 the regimes of prices and values. We are now
 in a position to review the troops, interpret-

 ing what Marx proposed and what each

 writer has added to the literature. In a sense

 these first remarks of mine have added a
 further contribution to the literature that

 can stand by itself as an elucidation of the
 exploitation-theory "transformation prob-

 lem." The results of this investigation can

 be recapitulated as follows.
 1. If given the direct labor coefficients,

 ao or [aoj], and the input-output coefficients,
 a or [aij], and the subsistence-wage param-
 eters, m or [mi], direct planning and com-

 mand can determine the allocation of final

 goods and real incomes between workers

 and non-workers (as in Figure 1).

 2. Alternatively, one can postulate a

 Marxian rate of exploitation or surplus

 value, common to every industry, and easily

 solve for the s* equilibrium rate and the im-

 plied "values"-which will be seen to in-

 volve ratios still equal to embodied labor

 requirements of the undiluted labor theory

 of value.

 3. If one regards such Marxian markups

 as completely unrealistic in comparison

 with equal rates of profit on all the cost
 outlays of the industry at any and every
 stage of production, one can make a fresh

 start and deduce the exploitative rate of
 profit and competitive prices from the

 (ao, a, m) data of the problem-making no

 use of surplus values or of Marxian values
 concepts. The line amz in Figure 1 shows the
 resulting equilibrium.

 Looking at the last two paragraphs, one

 realizes that "transforming from values to
 prices" does literally involve "abandoning
 the values schemata of Volume I and em-

 bracing instead the prices schemata of

 Volume III and of bourgeois economics" -
 but of course with the understanding that
 the bourgeois tools are applied to the non-
 bourgeois hypothesis that workers end up

 working some of the hours of the day for
 their bare subsistence and the remaining
 hours of the day for the exploiting capitalists.
 By symmetry, the "inverse transformation

 from prices to values" involves "abandoning

 19 The only exception to this is where labor intensities,
 aos/Aos or organic compositions of capital, are the same
 for every good. In this singular case, all the factor-

 price frontiers are of the form bj(l-r/rm)/(1+r)-be-
 coming straight lines in the Sraffa [35, 1960, p. 30]
 fashion of a standard commodity, it being understood
 that the wage is expressed in end-of-period postfactum
 rather than usual beginning-of-period terms.

 20 I.e., ao(l+r) [I-a(1+r)]-i has elements which are
 the ratios of such polynomials in r. When there are two
 goods, the frontiers can change curvature; with n goods,
 there can be more inflection points; but always the
 frontier must decline monotonically. And if any neces-
 sary good requires, directly or indirectly, something of
 itself for its production, the frontier will intersect the
 horizontal axis at an Tmax intercept, which will be the
 same for all such necessaries and which will equal the
 maximum rate of growth that the system is capable of
 even if labor were in unlimited supply. To sum up,
 solving for the exploitation profit rate r* and the cor-
 responding real wage(s) generally involves solving an
 nth degree polynomial for its smallest positive root, the
 algebraic counterpart of finding the proper intersection
 of a horizontal line with a declining frontier.
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 413

 TABLE 1. MARX'S OWN TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE

 Capitals Devifations
 or Cost Surplus Rate of of Prices
 Outlays Values Values Profit Prices from VaClues

 (1) (2) (3) =(1) +(2) (4) =(2) /(1) (5)=(1) (1+.22) (6) =(5) -(3)

 I 80c1+20v1 20s, 120 20% 122 + 2
 II 70c2+30v2 30S2 130 30% 122 -8

 III 60c3+40v3 40S3 140 40% 122 -18
 IV 85c4+15v4 15S4 115 15% 122 +7
 V 95C6+5V6 5s5 105 5% 122 +17

 Average 100 22 122 22% 122 0

 the price model in favor of working out the

 values directly from the (ao, a, m) data."

 Part Two. Marx's Transformation Process

 And The Model of Exploitation

 VI. The " Transformation" Procedure
 of Volume III

 If actual market competition causes the
 rate of profit to be the same in all industries,

 it has been established that competitive

 ''prices" will necessarily differ from the
 Marxian values (save in the singular case

 where all industries happen to have the same

 "organic composition of capital," i.e., the
 same ratio of direct wage costs to other

 costs). In Volume III of Capital, Marx faced
 up to the contradiction, indicating in a

 well-known table how one "transforms"
 values into prices.21

 Ever since 1894 there has been a good deal

 of commentary on this problem and its

 proposed solution. None of the writers,

 Marx included, were satisfied with the

 suggested procedure, which can be illus-
 trated by the above adaptation of the tables

 from Volume 111.22

 4 At the left are shown the downward-sloping factor-
 price frontiers, W/Pi, for each profit rate r. In (c), the
 condition that 100 labor be fed 25 of corn and of coal,

 out of the 50 of each producible net, determines r* = 1/3
 at E*. Running over to e* in (f), we similarly deter-

 mine s* =1; running up vertically to e2 and el, we read
 off corresponding values, w/pi= 1/[A1(0) (1+s*)].
 Either regime is computable without the other. If the

 ao, a, m coefficients could take on more than one value,
 the outer envelope of such relations would be relevant,

 and the transformation from s* to r*, and vice versa,

 would be a more complicated problem than mere extrac-

 tion of algebraic roots.

 21 As I indicate in my bibliographical Part Three, the
 classical reference on this is Sweezy [36, 1942, Chapter
 VII], where the various writings are reviewed and a full
 discussion of the 1907 solution of Bortkiewicz [3] is ex-
 plained. See also Sweezy [37, 1949], which provides an
 English editing of Bo5hm-Bawerk's, Karl Marx and the
 close of his system and Rudolph Hilferding's, Bdhm-
 Bawerk's criticisms of Marx, and, as an Appendix, an
 English translation of Bortkiewicz [3]. See also another
 1907 paper by Bortkiewicz [4], a treatment in some ways
 more fundamental; also note Winternitz [40, 1948],
 May [18, 1948], Joan Robinson [25, 1950], and Dobb
 [9, 1955]. Especially valuable as well is Meek [19, 1956],
 to the later printing of which I shall key my references.
 The first landmark, since 1907, in the analytical history
 of the subject is provided by Seton [33, 1957]. See also
 Morishima and Seton [21, 1961], Johansen [11, 1961],
 and my paper [26, Samuelson, 1970]. For the modern
 reader the well-known works of Leontief [13, 1941 and
 14, 1966], Sraffa [35, 1960], and Dorfman-Samuelson-
 Solow [10, 1958] provide relevant techniques.

 22 Table 1 is taken from the tables on pp. 183-85,
 Chapter IX, of the 1909 Kerr edition of Capital, III,
 except that I have corrected an obvious misprint of 150
 for 105 in the first of those tables; I have also ignored
 Marx's complication in which all of constant capital is
 not used up in one period's production-so the reader
 can, if he wishes, subtract from the numbers in my
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 Marx here assumes five industries or de-

 partments. Direct wage payments (so-called

 variable capital) are given by 20 of v1, 30 of

 V2,* . . , etc; payments for intermediate
 goods (so-called constant capital) are given

 by 80 of c1, 70 of C2, ... At first he assumes
 a constant rate of surplus value (mark-up
 on wages) of 100 percent and derives his

 "values." When he relates the total of the

 surplus, not to the total of wage payments

 alone (variable capital) but to the total of

 all cost outlays (constant capital plus vari-

 able capital), he finds divergent rates of

 profit being earned in the various industries

 with their different labor intensities; these

 average out to 22 percent.23 So in column (5)
 are computed the competitive prices (what
 we would call the Walrasian equilibrium

 prices). Industries like V, which are not

 very labor intensive, are seen to have prices

 high relative to their values because of the

 fact that their prices must carry the heavy
 weight of profit earned on much capital.

 But, for all the industries of society, Marx

 has by postulate made prices average out to
 equality with values.

 Without exception, critics and defenders

 alike, have recognized that Marx was not

 consistent in all this. For he mistakenly kept
 the same constant capitals, c;, in his price
 calculation as well as in his value calcula-

 tions. But what are the cs? They are the
 items that have been produced in earlier

 stages of production, and the same logic that

 causes values to be changed into prices re-
 quires that their values also be converted

 into prices. Thus, it is argued, Marx went

 only part of the way and erred in retaining

 some elements of values callculation in arriv-

 ing at his prices.

 I must agree with this. Indeed, in some of

 his passtages Mam indicates an explicit

 awareness of the inconsistency;24 all the

 writers since 1907 have resolved the error

 by some variant of the procedure recom-

 mended by Bortkiewicz. Without dissenting

 from this consensus, my first effort here is

 to point out that there is a singular case in
 whicb Marx's algorithm happens to be
 rigorously correct.

 This singular case is worthy of explication
 in its own right as a curiosum. But much more

 important, by considering this case one can

 -in the words of the master himself-

 illuminate and strip bare some misconcep-

 tions concerning the sense in which one finds

 it necessary or useful to proceed from Volume
 I's analysis of interindustry values in order
 to understand the nature of exploitation

 actually occurring in a competitive world of
 prices and as possibly giving a clue to the

 dynamic laws of motion of exploitative

 capitalism. I hope to demonstrate that any-
 one who believes in the relevance of a
 minimum-subsistence wage (I myself do not,

 either theoretically or empirically, but that
 is not relevant to the present effort) will
 understand his own theory better if he pre-

 serves from Volume I only the spirit of the
 insight that there is a discrepancy between
 what can be produced and what constitutes

 column's (3) and (5) the respective numbers [30, 19, 9,
 45, 85] to get Marx's more complicated second table.

 Unfortunately for the reader in a hurry, the literature
 has mostly concentrated on the more complicated case,
 which merely slows down but does not alter the anal-
 ysis. (Paging in the Kerr edition runs about 30 longer
 than in some other editions; citation of chapters, how-
 ever, should enable one to find any quoted passages.)

 23 If Marx had not chosen all cj+vj equal, the average
 profit would involve using such column (1) items as
 weights instead of being computed, as here, by a simple
 unweighted average of the separate industry profit
 rates.

 24 In Capital, III, Chapter IX, p. 194, Marx notes:
 "Now the price of production of a certain commodity
 is its cost-price for the buyer, and this price must pass
 into other commodities and become an element of their
 prices." At least one writer [19, Meek, 1956, 148ff]
 seems to believe that if Marx's table can ignore "mutual
 interdependence," no error is involved. Not so: even if
 the c of Department I comes from that department
 alone, or from an "earlier stage" of it, profit calculations
 will alter the c that had been appropriate for surplus-
 values calculations. So the same problem arises here
 that Meek and all the writers recognize in connec-
 tion with models of simple or extended reproduction
 where mutual interdependencies are obvious.
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 415

 the minimum wage, and he will do better to

 jettison as unnecessary and obfuscating to

 his own theory the letter of Volume I's

 <analysis of inter-industry values.

 VII. The Singular Case of Equal
 Internal Compositions

 The singular caCse in which Marx's pro-

 cedure becomes exafct can now be described.

 It is not the well-known case where all labor

 intensities are equall (the case of equal or-

 ganic composition of capital) for in that case

 the problem becomes trainsparent and trivial,

 there being no longer any "contradiction"

 between vtilues and prices. If the world were

 like that, Marx would have had no reason

 to try to improve upon the bourgeois econ-

 omists' analysis of prices, since relative

 prices and values are then identical.

 Instead we maty now consider what might

 be called the case of "equal internal com-
 positions of (constant) capitals." In this

 caise every one of the departments happens to
 use the various raw materials and machine

 services in the same proportions that society

 produces them in toto. Thus, if the five de-

 partments represent different goods (say

 corn, coal, . . .) then each department must
 have the same ratio of corn to coal in its

 constant capital as every other department.

 This technological requirement is, of course,
 not particularly realistic (although Leon-
 tief's input-output matrices do exhibit some

 curious similarities of columns) and its
 dispaCrities from realism help to elucidate the
 objections to Marx's procedures more co-
 gently than do many of the sometimes sterile

 commentaries on him. A second postulate

 goes along with the above technological
 condition; again it is not a very realistic
 one: we must <also assume that the mini-
 mum-subsistence budget is a market basket of

 goods that comes in those same relative propor-

 tions as the goods are used as inputs in pro-

 duction. (This is because a subsistence-wage

 theory is somehow assuming that the labor

 supply itself is, as it were, produced by a

 further department not all thalt different
 from other depalrtments. Marx, it will be

 recalled, did not like Malthusialn population

 arguments; but he was a classical economist

 who believed in a cost of production for

 latbor power itself, even if he enunciated less

 clearly than von Neumann has in our day

 the linkages of this mechanism.) In the end

 it will be observed that the capitalists, who

 get what is left over after the specified re-

 quirements of industries and wage-subsis-
 tence have been met, will also receive goods

 in these same proportions. Howevei, this is

 a theorem of our analysis and not a separate

 postulate, being already implied by our
 other postulates. The capit<alists are free to

 devote these goods to luxury consumption

 (as in a Marxian model of "simple reproduc-

 tion") or in part or whole to accumulating
 the increments of physical constant capitadls

 needed to provide for balanced exponential
 growth (as in Marxian models of "extended

 reproduction," or so-called golden ages).

 The fact that the capitcalists use goods in

 the same proportions as the workers is evi-
 dently at variance with those reproduction

 models of Marx carried over from Volume
 II, in which separate wage-good, luxury-

 good, and producer's-good departments are
 postulated. And this alerts us to the fact
 that almost all writers, though they begin
 with the five departments that Marx him-
 self began with, choose somewhat gratu-

 itously to rush on to apply the procedure of
 Table I to Marx's models of simple repro-

 duction25-a legitimate procedure but one

 25 In the paper [3, Bortkiewicz, 1907] upon which
 Sweezy and later writers primarily rely, this is done.
 Bortkiewicz even presumes to alter some of Marx's
 numbers in his other 1907 paper in order to make the
 identification. In this he seems merely to be following in
 the tradition of Tugan-Baranowsky and other con-
 temporary writers. But in his other paper, he clearly
 shows that he does understand how to handle the
 general case, indeed indicating a better understanding
 of the nuances of the problem than those who have
 essentially adopted his solution; I cannot help feel that
 Bortkiewicz has not been given full justice by many
 subsequent writers, who may have been put off by his
 tart defense of Ricardo against Marx's criticisms, and
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 that Marx himself was, as far as I can re-
 member, too wary to attempt.

 VIII. Marx Vindicated

 Now let us return to Table 1 and note

 how our singular case of constant-internal-

 compositions-of-goods does validate Marx's
 simplistic procedure. If the 80 of c in Depart-

 ment I is in fact made up of a weighted com-

 bination of column (5) prices that average

 out to the same as column (3) values, and
 only if this is the case, we can be sure that

 80 remains the right magnitude for both the

 price and value calculations. We prove this

 by trial substitution of the asserted prices
 and verification that the process is indeed

 self justifying. We also verify something that

 Marx and most pre-Seton writers other than

 Bortkiewicz failed to emphasize sufficiently

 -that the real wage has indeed been kept
 to the same exact level in both the mode of
 prices and of values. Thus, without my

 postulate, Marx's procedure is open to the

 further fatal objection, namely that the
 market basket of subsistence will not cost

 the same in the two regimes relative to an
 hour's labor. (When Marx tells us that the

 workers work half the day for themselves
 and half the day for the exploiting capitalists,
 he does not indicate in his various tables

 what fraction of the goods in the different

 departments make up their iron ration. If

 we ourselves pick such proportions at

 random, there is no reason why the properly

 weighted average of the new prices should at

 all come to the same level as for values even

 though that is true for unweighted averages.

 This would mean that Marx's 22 percent

 profit rate is the wrong rate for him to use.

 In the modern era, Leontief and Sraffa,

 Dorfman-Samuelson-Solow, Seton, and

 Morishima know how to calculate the poly-

 nomials that give the proper departure

 from 22 percent; so too does Bortkiewicz

 as a result of his perusal of the work of the

 young Russian Dmitriev and his understand-
 ing of Walras. But the other writers, by

 rushing from the five department case to

 models where one industry produces all the

 wage goods, hardly show an awareness that

 there is a problem here. Instead they waste
 much time on the unessential question of

 what absolute level of prices should one in-

 troduce into a table whose only importance
 consists in its well-determined relative pro-

 portions!)
 But to repeat and summarize, on the basis

 of my singular case of equal-internal-com-
 positions, Marx has been preserved from all
 pitfalls.

 IX. The "Inverse Transformation"

 Problem

 Table 1 now well illustrates that one
 could as easily start with prices and perform
 what Morishima-Seton call the "inverse

 transformation" from prices to values. And
 again, the simple procedure indicated by
 Marx's school arithmetic will be rigorously

 correct in my singular case (and only then).
 Let us analyze the steps in going from

 columns (1) and (5) back to columns (3) and
 (2). The total discrepancy between the final

 prices of (5) and the cost outlays of (1) is
 given by 22 + 22 + 22 + 22 + 22; these

 numbers are constant only because of

 Marx's penchant for simple examples that

 by his tireless analysis of every detail. As is indicated
 in various parts of the present paper, I cannot agree
 with the mathematician May that Bortkiewicz's math-
 ematics is overly elaborate, or dependent on overly-
 strong sufficiency conditions, or that he has introduced
 pseudo-mystifications, or that he has adopted normali-
 zation rules for the absolute price level that are clearly
 inconsistent with Marx. As May has suggested, to the
 pure mathematician the algebra of eigenvalues is
 trivial, as is most of physics and engineering. Still, such
 eminent men as Perron, Frobenius, Markov, Frechet,
 Minkowski, and Besicovitch have devoted themselves
 to his area, and it is not until the writings of Seton and
 Morishima that one finds in the modern literature a full
 understanding of Bortkiewicz. As Sweezy, the one
 Marxian writer who does express appreciation for the
 Bortkiewicz contributions, has pointed out, Bort-
 kiewicz did glean from the Marxian analysis the essen-
 tial point-that setting the real wage at a specified
 subsistence does provide a determinate profit level at
 which labor's full product gets "discounted."
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 417

 involve hundreds, but in any case one can

 compute 22Sj (reckoned in price units of
 course). This can be equated to 2;sj reckoned
 in value units.26 Since Marx's case involves
 no change in the totals of values and prices,

 the rate of surplus value, s, is evenly com-
 puted and columns (2) and (3) can be filled
 in. But now, just as Marx turned Hegel on
 his head, we turn Marx upside down, and

 can say in a dozen repetitive ways that this
 total of profit is not allocated by the value
 system according to where it was "really
 produced" but rather "falls to the share of
 each aliquot part of the total social [vari-
 able] capital out of the total social profit
 [!]." Each time that I have inverted prices

 and values, rates of profit and surplus value,
 variable and total capital, I have introduced

 the bracketed interjections. To parody
 Marx's own words further:

 Surplus value [!] is therefore that disguise of profit [!J
 which must be removed before the real nature of profit

 [!] can be discovered. In profit [!], the relation between
 capital and labour is laid bare [III, Chapter II, p. 62].

 ... [without Volume III's [!] analysis of profit [!I,
 political economy would be deprived] "of every rational
 basis". [III, Chapter VIII, pp. 176-77]

 ... [and the average rate of surplus value [!] would
 be] an average of nothing (Theories of surplus value,

 p. 231, as cited by Meek [19, 19561).

 A little of this parodying goes a long way.
 A reader who refers to Meek's careful
 elucidation of what Marx seems to have in-
 tended will find many more passages open
 to the same mishandling. But to Marx these

 were no joking matters. For we are close to
 the heartland of what he regarded as his

 theoretical innovation.27 In a proud passage,
 he claims that

 the actual state of things is revealed for the first time;
 that political economy up to the present time . . . made
 either forced abstractions of the distinctions between

 surplus-value and profit ... or gave up the determina-
 tion of value and with it all safeguards of scientific pro-
 cedure, in order to cling to the obvious phenomenon of

 these differences-this confusion of the theoretical econ-

 omists demonstrates most strikingly the utter incapac-

 ity of the capitalist, when blinded by competition, to

 penetrate through the outer disguise into the internal
 essence and the inner form of the capitalist process of

 production [III, Chapter IX, p. 199].

 X. A Misunderstanding

 One common misunderstanding of the in-

 verse transformation problem needs to be
 cleared up. It is common to a critic of Marx
 like Bohm-Bawerk and a sympathizer like
 Professor Joan Robinson. In effect, both
 argue that only profits and prices have a
 reality and that Marx in beginning with
 values and rates of surplus value has already
 performed the inverse transformation; thus
 the direct transformation merely brings him
 back to his starting place. Mrs. Robinson
 put it this way:

 Sweezy ... evidently fails to realize that the transfor-
 mation problem and its resolution is just a toy and that
 the whole argument is condemned to circularity from
 birth, because the values which have to be "transformed
 into prices" are arrived at in the first instance by trans-
 forming prices into values. [25, Robinson, 1950, p. 362].

 This is simply incorrect. Mrs. Robinson,
 not knowing in 1950 the Sraffa apparatus, 26 The average rate of surplus value is given by

 s= ES1/Vj= 110/110, or 100 percent. Now we cal-
 culate column (2) by sj= (l+s)Vj= (1+s)vy, with
 Esj= 5,j. And finally we get the values of (8) from
 Cj+vj+sj= cj+vj+svj. Note two things: this simplified
 inverse operation is open to all the original objections
 against Marx's neglect of the changes in the constant
 capitals in going from one system to the other, and can
 be defended only if my singular assumption is made.

 Also, note that s= ZSy/,Vi is not the simple average
 of the (Sj1/Vj)'s, namelyJ(Sj/Vy)/5, but is rather the
 weighted averageEVj(Sj/Vi)/Vj, where the weights
 are the variable capitals (expressible in either units
 when my singular assumption is posited).

 27 Friedrich Engels concurred with this view that the
 transformation problem was at the heart of Karl Marx's
 basic contribution to economics. In the 1885 preface to
 Capital, Volume II, Engels had already thrown out the
 challenge to writers to anticipate the reconciliation of
 prices and values that was to be forthcoming in the
 third volume. And in the 1894 preface to that latter
 work, he comments scathingly on proposals to resolve
 the riddle, comparing them unfavorably with the reve-
 lations in Volume III itself.
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 or the equivalent Leontief apparatus, has

 failed to realize that one can go from an un-

 diluted labor theory of value, in which the

 direct plus indirect labor-hour requirements

 of each good and the subsistence can be
 reckoned up in physical terms to Marx's

 tableau of values. And we do so without hav-
 ing to solve any high degree polynomials
 (for five departments, generally a fifth de-
 gree polynomial) as we should have to do to

 arrive at the tableau involving profits and

 prices.28 Having said this, let me hasten to

 say that I agree with her general point of

 view, most particularly with the words that

 follow on the same page, namely that

 Marxian exploitation is to be conceived "in
 terms of the division of working time into
 the part necessary to procure the subsistence
 of the workers, and the rest, which produces

 surplus. This has no meaning as applied to

 separate industries." (Italics added.)

 Bohm-Bawerk, in the cited piece on the

 conclusion of Marx's system, and also
 earlier in his writings during the 1880s on

 the exploitation theory of interest [1,
 Bohm-Bawerk, 1959], has made many valid
 points against Marx, for which sincere
 Marxian scholars should be grateful rather

 than otherwise. But he does not do the

 theory of exploitation full justice on one
 important logical point. Repeatedly he points
 to the admissions by Marx and his sympa-

 thizers that equality of profit rates and the
 implied prices are more realistic than the
 equality of rates of surplus values and the

 implied values. He rightly regards this as a
 rejection of the labor theory of value in the

 sense that the realistic exchange ratios are
 not to be inferred from ratios of necessary

 labor time. But it is a non-sequitur for him

 to think that all this has negated the labor

 theory of value in its undiluted, technocratic

 sense, namely as an algebraic procedure that

 tells you what can be produced with a given

 total of labor in the steady state when all

 capital goods have become adjusted.29 As
 will be seen in the following, a theory of the
 exploitation wage can be based solely upon

 the analysis of profits and prices (with all

 the Leontief-Sraffa algebra~ic complications
 that are implied by these real-world rela-

 tions). And some day Marxians will prob-
 ably wish to formulate it in those terms.
 But this does not deny that this same level

 of subsistence wages could be arrived at in a
 regime which chose to organize its exchange

 relations on the basis of Marx's Volume I
 hypotheses. (Recall Figure 1 of Part One in

 in this regard.) One might apply Marx's

 theory of the materialist determination of
 history to arrive at the hypothesis that it

 was Marx's incapacity in algebra and the

 absence of a computer that caused him to
 formulate his exploitation theory in Volume
 I terms which are unrealistic but which
 happen to be simpler to handle algebraically

 than Volume III's Walrasian relations.

 XI. Redundancy of Industry

 Surplus Values

 By now the crucial issue is no longer
 whether Volume III's prices are more realis-

 28 J exaggerate-a little. In making up one's own
 arithmetic examples, one can cook the coefficients of the
 polynomials to produce a prescribed simple root. And
 one can make singular simplifications, like mine here; or
 can assume decomposability of the system into some-
 what independent parts,etc. The point remains though:
 once you know total labor embodiments, values are easy
 for the non-mathematical to calculate, and prices are
 not-which is a theorem about certain matrix equations.

 29 Bohm-Bawerk correctly points out that primary
 factors other than labor can affect market scarcities as
 these work themselves out in terms of supply and de-
 mand. And with generosity we can construe him to be
 pointing out that, when you do not confine yourselves
 to steady states, the supply conditions of stocks of
 heterogeneous capital goods also affect scarcities as
 these work themselves out in supply and demand
 markets, so as to produce exchange relations that are at
 variance with simple labor-theory-of-value notions. But
 these cogent criticisms should not be thought to vitiate
 the logic of an exploitation theory based upon the dis-
 crepancy between what labor can produce in the steady
 state and a minimum-subsistence level at which labor
 power can be reproduced at will. I.e., Marx's version
 of the von Neumann model is not illogical, despite
 Bohm's charges that his opponents are reneging on
 their own rejection of the labor theory of value
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 tic under competition than Volume I's
 values: critics and Marxians are agreed that
 these prices certainly are. The issue has been
 narrowed down to whether, as Marx and
 his modern defenders have claimed, the
 profit rate upon which Volume III's Wal-
 rasian equilibrium depends is itself crucially
 determined by Volume I's analysis of sur-
 plus values, sj=vjs, or crucially dependent
 on the totals of these magnitudes (in the
 sense that the profit rate r can only be calcu-
 lated after these have been summed up and
 averaged out).

 First, this section demonstrates that Marx
 and Engels-and, in modern times, Dobb
 and Meek-are simply wrong in their iden-
 tification of what aspect of the labor theory
 of value is intrinsically involved in working
 out a price-profit configuration that corre-
 sponds to the minimum-wage theory of ex-
 ploitation. The most clear-cut proof is
 mathematical.30

 Since there is no reason to expect a scholar
 interested in the process of exploitation and
 the laws of motion of developing capitalism
 to be also a virtuoso in matrix algebra, the
 second demonstration is by means of a
 simplified two department numerical ex-
 ample. Third, graphical analysis will clinch
 the point that profit-price equilibrium is
 determinable solely from the production
 coefficient specifying the required labor em-
 bodiments of the industries and from the

 minimum subsistence wage-good require-
 ments. At no stage of the argument is there

 30 As has been already indicated in Part One, from
 knowledge of technology alone we know the ao and a
 coefficients. After these have been supplemented by
 specified subsistence requirements, m, Volume III's
 prices stand on their own feet and are defined by P/W
 =ao(1+r)[I-a(1+r)]-= Ao(r), mAo(r)=1. These rela-
 tions require no prior consideration of the Volume I
 value relations, p/w=ao(l+s)[I-a]-l=Ao(0), mAo(O)
 (1+s)=1, and no transformation procedure in either
 direction. Cf. Samuelson [26, 1970], equations (3) and
 (2), and the demonstration in (5) that Bortkiewicz goes
 from values to prices by cancelling out values! In Bort-
 kiewicz [3, 1907] equations (20) and (28) are equivalent
 to the above price relations, and equations (9) and (11)
 equivalent to the above value relations.

 need for, or benefit from, utilizing the mag-
 nitudes cj +vj+vjs of Volume I.

 Numerical Example. Let society's 100 units
 of labor be allocated so that 80 work in

 Department I (say, corn) and 20 work in
 Department II (say, coal). In I, 100 units of
 corn are produced by 80 units of labor and
 10 of corn and 10 of coal. In II, 100 units of
 coal are produced by 20 of labor and 40 of
 corn and 40 of coal. Let the minimum-sub-

 sistence wage require that each labor unit
 consumes a market basket of 1/4 final units
 of corn and 1/4 final units of coal, so that 25
 units out of each 100 of gross outputs go to
 workers. Since another 50 of each is seen to

 go for intermediate products, that leaves 25
 of each for non-workers' final consumption
 or saving-investment.

 Note that my singular assumption of equal
 internal compositions is realized here. Note,
 too, that this physical tableau can be speci-
 fied completely independently of either
 Volume I values or Volume III prices and of
 profit rates or surplus-value rates. It could
 have been achieved by a computer-guided
 command economy using planning and
 direct rationing.

 Now consider a Volume I version of this
 same situation. The crucial ratio of what

 labor produces in comparison with what it
 needs for subsistence has already been deter-
 mined by the physical tableau prior to any
 calculation of industry surplus values or
 totals of these magnitudes. We can translate
 these 25/50 relations into Marx's rate of
 surplus value by setting s= 100 percent.
 As shown in Table II's second and third

 columns, we can calculate the exchange
 ratios that prevail on the bizarre empirical
 hypothesis that the system is organized so
 that it is not the rate of profit which is
 equalized between industries, but rather
 their rates of surplus value sj/Vj.

 Alternatively, could we have first written
 down the Volume III price-profit relations
 shown in Columns (4) and (5)? For Marx or
 Meek to be making a valid defense of the

 419
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 TABLE 2. EQUAL-INTERNAL-ORGANIC CASE OF SIMPLE REPRODUCTION

 Surplus

 Capitals Values Values Profits Prices Deviations

 (1) (2) (3)=(1)+(2) (4)=1/3(1) (5)=(1)+(4) (6)=(5)-(3)

 I (20+20)c+80v 80V 200 40 160 -40

 II (80+80)C+20V 20V 200 60 240 +40

 r= sjl/E (Cj+Vj)= 100/300= 1/3 0

 Explanation: prices and values of each of 100 units of corn, and of coal, are respectively (P1, P2) = (1.6, 2.4) and

 (pI, p2) = (2.0, 92.0). The valuations are applied to physical amounts of corn and coal used as intermediate goods;
 wage= 1 throughout. When prices are applied in (1), we get (16+24)c+80v and (64+96)c+20v instead of the num-
 bers shown there, but with the same totals.

 important role of Volume I's analysis of

 surplus values, the answer to this question

 would have to be in the negative. But,

 clearly, there is one and only one profit rate,

 namely 33 1/3 percent, which could allocate

 to labor the specified minimum real wages.

 Even one who knows no algebra can satisfy

 himself of this by trying all possible profit
 rates and working out the resulting Columns

 (4) and (5). For any r> .33 1/3, the prices

 charged each worker would be too high to
 permit him to buy the specified 1/4 units of

 corn and 1/4 units of coal with the wages
 earned by a unit of his labor time. For any
 r <.33 1/3, his real wages would prove to be

 too high. So Columns (4) and (5) are def-
 initely computable prior to the calculation of
 any item in Columns (2) and (3)-as shown.
 Q.E.D.

 Graphical Demonstration. The reader can
 now refer back to Figure 1 to see the same
 point clearly. The production-possibility
 frontier of final goods, as given by ABZ, is

 based solely on the embodied labor require-
 ments (as determined by the numerical
 [ao, a] coefficients: 80/100, 10/100, 10/100;

 20/100, 40/100, 40/100; and nothing else).
 The minimum-subsistence wage require-
 ment, it will be recalled, is shown by the

 L-shaped indifference contour, m'mm" (as
 determined by the 100/4, 100/4 coefficients,

 m, and nothing else)."3 So far neither prices
 and profit rates nor values and surplus-

 values are involved.
 Now, to drive home the crucial point, this

 time consider Volume III's case first. If the
 profit rate had been zero-as in Adam

 Smith's "early and rude state" where the
 undiluted labor theory of value gives all to

 workers and leads to exchange values not
 merely proportional to embodied labors but
 equal to those embodied labors and hence

 equal to bourgeois prices-the budget line
 for the workers would have been the ABZ
 frontier itself. Then, as profit becomes posi-
 tive and r is increased, their budget line
 naturally shifts inward by virtue of prices

 being marked up relative to the wage rate.
 However, as Ricardo conceded, the inward
 shift will not be parallel with all Ps rising
 in the same proportion; instead, corn being

 31 The gross amount of corn and coal produced, 100
 units of each, is shown back in Figure 1 at G. In my
 singular case of equal internal compositions, m and G
 happen to lie on the same OmG ray (as, hence, must B
 also). But if non-workers were to shift their tastes away
 from B, as for example toward more corn, the point G
 would shift upward toward the point G'. Similarly, a
 shift in tastes toward coal would shift G oppositely, in
 either case destroying the simplifications of equal inter-
 nal compositions.
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 more labor intensive will have its price fall

 relative to that of coal with its larger total

 profit markup. So each positive r gives a

 line steeper than ABZ, until at r =.33 1/3

 we find the unique amz line that goes pre-

 cisely through the prescribed m point-and

 which is seen for our numbers to have an
 absolute slope of P2/P1= 240/160 = 3/2.

 For one who believes in an exploitation

 theory of wages (and interest), the task is
 done. There is no need for, or interest in,

 Volume I's cj +vj +Svj analysis. And thus
 there is no need for the transformation
 problem, either direct or inverse. I think

 that Marx, were he alive today, would agree

 with this. In any case, Marxians in the
 future can be expected to agree with these
 prosaic and uncontroversial facts of arith-

 metic and logic.
 For completeness, and possibly out of an

 antiquarian interest, we can also depict in

 Figure 1 the redundant Volume I calcula-

 tions that lead to the broken line through m
 parallel to ABZ. But Mrs. Robinson's 1950

 assertion that this must be done by means

 of the inverse transformation problem, in

 which one must obtain that parallel line by
 way of first calculating the amz line of prices
 and profit, is now seen to be incorrect. In-

 stead-and here the Volume I algebra is
 admittedly simpler than that of Volume III,

 in the same way that the incidence of a

 value-added tax is simpler to calculate than
 that of a turnover tax-we raise gradually
 the rate of surplus value, s, above zero.
 Again the worker's budget line, of what they

 could buy in the market place at the quoted
 Marxian values, is shifted inward. But this
 -time the shift is truly a simple parallel one!
 (Proof: an ever-larger fraction of the work-
 ers' hours available for their own consump-

 tion can be thought of as being taken away
 from them and being made subject to the
 consumption whims of the capitalist. And
 99 hours of labors' time can produce for
 labor only 99/100 of any and all of the wage

 goods previously producible, etc.). Clearly,

 only one parallel line will pass through m;

 such a shift, half way to the origin in our

 example, must correspond to a rate of sur-

 plus value of exactly 100 percent.32

 The truth has now been laid bare. Stripped

 of logical complication and confusion, any-
 body's method of solving the famous trans-
 formation problem is seen to involve re-

 turning from the unnecessary detour taken in
 Volume I's analysis of values. As I have cited
 in my mathematical paper,33 such a "trans-
 formation" is precisely like that in which an
 eraser is used to rub out an earlier entry,
 after which we make a new start to end up

 with the properly calculated entry.

 XII. Conclusion On What Part
 of Marx Is Vital

 Those who believe there is merit and im-

 portance in the notion of wages as deter-
 mined by a-cost-of-production-of-labor-

 power will not infer that my dissection of
 Marx has robbed him of any credit for his

 essential insight. Marx needs to be protected
 from his defeniders and occasionally from
 himself. (After all, did he not once say, "I
 am not a Marxist," a proposition that does
 not have to be applied only to the field of
 ideology and tactics).

 32 Graphically one can read s and r off the diagram.
 Write the length of any line segment, such as mB, as
 mB .TheninFigurel, s= m mB |/Om I; and r= mmB| /
 Om+OG|. In the general case of not-necessarily-equal

 internal compositions, where m, B, and G need not line
 up on the same ray, we measure s by passing lines
 parallel to ABZ and calculate the equivalent indicated
 distances between them. To calculate r, we use lines
 parallel to amz.

 33 The final words of Samuelson [26, 1970] read: "The
 present elucidation should not rob Marx of esteem in
 the eyes of those who believe that a subsistence wage
 provides valuable insights into the dynamic laws of
 motion of capitalism."
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 A concili,atory formulhtion that preserves
 honor a-ll around would say:

 Although Capital's totalfindings need not
 have been developed in dependence upon

 Volume I's digression into surplus values,

 its essential insight does depend crucially

 on comparison of the subsistence goods

 needed to produce and reproduce labor

 with what the undiluted labor theory of

 value calculates to be the amount of goods

 producible for all classes in view of the

 embodied labor requirements of the goods.34

 The tools of bourgeois analy8sis could have
 been used to discover and expound this no-

 tion of exploitation if only those econo-

 mists had been motivated to use the tools

 for this purpose.

 Leaving the realm of pure science, we may

 perha,ps atdd that the path taken in Volume

 I, even if seen to be unnecessary in the

 present age, did have the advantage of being

 e.asier to expound logically. It also lent itself

 to -a more emotive language that must have

 been influential in converting readers to the

 Ma,rxian vision of the world. Even today,

 the most puristic scholar and teacher can

 fall back upon the Volume I terminologies

 with the best of conscience provided only

 that he prefaces his exposition with the ob-
 servation that the case of equal organic

 compositions of capital or of labor intensi-

 ties, although not particularly realistic, does
 provide a clear searchlight on the nature and

 dynafmic development of a model of labor

 exploitation. Those who regard a subsistence
 wage model as a grotesque interpretation of
 history can also avail themselves of these

 harmless classroom simplifications in their

 critiques of the doctrine.

 Part Three. Critical Review

 of the Literature

 XIII. General Guide

 A reader cannot do better than to begin

 with P. M. Sweezy [36, 1942], whose Chapter

 34 The following quotations from various Marxian
 authors will show that the present conciliatory formllula-
 tioni is consistent with their thinking. I hope that the
 preseint paper has been persuasive that goiIng beyond
 this formulation leads to unwarranted assertions. In
 his 1865 Wages, price and profit, Section VIII [17,
 Marx and Engels, 1968] Marx clearly noted: "Now
 suppose that the average amount of the daily neces-
 saries of a labouring man require six hours of average
 labour for their production.... But our man is a wages
 labourer. He must, therefore sell his labour power to

 a capitalist [who will], therefore, make him work say,
 daily twelve hours. . lhe will, therefore, have to work
 six other hours, which I shall call hours of surplus labour,
 which surplus labour will realize itself in a surplus
 value ... [whose rate] will, therefore, depend on the
 ratio in which the working day is prolonged...." Engels,
 in his 1891 introduction to Marx's 1849 Wage, labour
 and capital [17, Marx and Engels, 1968] similarly sums
 up the essence of Marxism: "With the present state of
 production, human labour power not only produces in
 one day a greater value than it itself possesses and
 costs; with every new .. . invention, this surplus of its
 daily product over its daily cost increases...." Like-
 wise, from Lenin in his 1913 "Three Sources and Three

 Component Parts of Marxism," Section II [17]: "The
 worker spends one part of the day covering the cost of
 maintaining himself and his family (wages), while the
 other part of the day he works without remuneration,
 creating for the capitalist surplus-value, the source of
 profit, the source of wealth of the capitalist class." See
 also the 1949 statement by Dobb [9, p. 111, n. 1] where
 he writes that the classical theory avers that ". . . the
 amount of profit (and given the stock of capital, the
 rate of profit) depends upon the ratio of the amount
 of labour time required on the average to produce a
 worker's subsistence. . . and the labour time worked
 by the worker." Having said this, Dobb would have
 done better to have omitted the earlier passage which
 asserts that ". . . exchange ratios were in the last anal-
 ysis determined by the relative quantities of embodied
 labour in various commodities," a proposition clearly

 denied by Figure l's amz. Meek himself, in the course of
 an excellent 1961 review of Sraffa, Production of com-
 modities by means of commodities [20, pp. 161-78],
 attempts to defend Marx's analysis in terms of Sraffa's
 "standard industry." But he does not explicitly note
 that Sraffa nowhere makes use of any of the Volume I

 S. = vjs equivalences. Meek's own formulation of the
 transformation problem, as the careful reader of his
 long footnote 12 will discern, couched though it may be

 in terms of Z(vj+s3)/Z,v ratios, also has absolutely
 no need for these Volume I equivalences; in terms of my
 Figure 1, it is easy to show that the ratios that Meek
 does rely on are dependent only on the technical prop-
 erties of ABZ and m'mm" and are determinable prior to
 computation of either Marxian values or competitive
 prices. This remark illuminates the fact that even if one
 swallowed with Marx and Engels the doubtful anthro-
 pology of an earlier golden age in which an undiluted
 labor theory of value applied, the relevant features of
 that regime would be described by bourgeois prices with
 no need for innovations of the Volume I type.
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 423

 VII gives a lucid description of the problem,
 of Marx's proposed solution, and of Bortkie-

 wicz's rectification of that procedure as

 applied to the case of "simple reproduction."
 He could follow this by reading R. Meek

 [19, 1956] who argues the strongest possible

 defense of the view that Marx's Volume I

 concepts were not redundant and obfuscat-
 ing and who cites many of the divergent
 writings. Finally, the reader equipped with

 mathematics will wish to consult the impor-

 tant 1957 paper by F. Seton [33], the 1961

 papers by Morishima and Seton [21], that

 by L. Johansen [11, 1961], and, possibly,
 my cited 1970 paper [26, Samuelson].

 On Marx's procedure itself, Part Two of
 this paper provides a full discussion and list
 of citations. From the first appearance

 (1867) of the first volume of Capital, Marx's

 general viewpoint and concepts of surplus
 value came under attack by neoclassical

 economists. (Mill lived for a few years after
 1867 and although he had followed closely
 the events of the 1848 Revolution, as far as
 I can recall he never made a single reference

 to Karl Marx.) Like Bohm-Bawerk [39,

 Wicksteed, 1933], Pareto [23, 1966] paid
 Marx the compliment of "refuting" him.
 Although some German socialists in the
 1920s rejected Marxism as an alien "En-
 glish" doctrine, Shaw was probably at least
 half right in claiming that he was the only
 man in England in the 1880s who had read
 and understood Capital. Hence, the magis-
 terial Alfred Marshall could afford for the
 most part to ignore Marx. Knut Wicksell on

 the continent was more exposed to the

 Marxist ideology, but with the stubborn
 independence that was so characteristic of
 him, Wicksell espoused the cause of the
 working poor by advocating general reform
 doctrines that had much in common with
 the Roosevelt New Deal of thirty years
 later.

 Some twenty years ago at a conference at

 American University, I touched a filial nerve
 in John Maurice Clark when I cast some

 doubts about his father's belief that he,

 John Bates Clark, had irrefutably proved in

 the last decade of the last century the ethical

 justness of the marginal productivity mode

 of distribution. In his reply [41, D. M.

 Wright, 1951, p. 329, n. 14] J. M. Clark said

 that his father had been deeply conscious of

 the challenge offered by Marx's notions of

 exploitation ("under whose theory any share

 capital gets is outright robbery") and felt

 under a necessity to defend the competitive

 system from those charges, which if true

 would have admittedly constituted a grave

 indictment.

 Marx had to be refuted by orthodox

 economists-if only because he was there!

 But to recognize this fact about ideology is

 not, in my view, to accept the notion that the

 merits of Marx's hypotheses and criticisms

 of them are incapable of being discussed

 rationally and objectively. Despite the class

 struggle, two and two remains four and not

 five; and an approximate answer to the

 question of whether real wages rise or stag-

 nate over a century should be capable of
 being given to the satisfaction of a jury

 recruited in New York, Moscow, Delhi,

 Prague, and Peking. In any case, analysis

 can isolate the irreducible bones of conten-

 tion.

 On the narrower issues involved in the

 transformation problem itself, my earlier
 remarks have already suggested that I do not

 think that Bohm-Bawerk's critiques, either

 of 1898 [2], or in the final editions of his
 Capital and interest [1], added much; and

 they may, from the deepest view of the sub-
 ject, have even subtracted a little. And I
 must agree with Joan Robinson in her
 evaluation of the cogency of Rudolf Hilfer-
 ding's rebuttals to Bohm-Bawerk on this
 matter: ". . . though Hilferding scores one
 or two telling points against Bohm-Bawerk's

 own theory, he throws no light whatever
 ... on the meaning of the theory that value
 determines price" [25, Robinson, 1950, p.

 361].
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 XIV. The Bortkiewicz Contribution

 As Sweezy makes clear, it was Ladislaus
 von Bortkiewicz who gave the transforma-
 tion problem its definitive formulation. J.
 Winternitz errs in thinking that Bortkiewicz
 was an Austrian. A follower of Walras and

 an admirer of Ricardo, he was a rather
 cantankerous professor at Berlin who moni-
 tored-or better, policed-all the German
 literature of his day even to the point of
 recalculating regression coefficients to reveal
 their numerical inaccuracies. He was a

 gifted mathematical statistician who did im-
 portant work in demography (and also
 worked in connection with the Poisson35

 analysis of rare events). He was a teacher of
 the young Leontief. His concern with Bohm's
 interest theory and his knowledge of the
 works of the Russians [38, Tugan-Baranow-
 sky, 1905 and 8, Dmitriev, 1968] led him to
 write no less than three articles on Marx in

 1907; as Sweezy notes, even at the late date
 of 1923, eight years before his death,
 Bortkiewicz was still writing on this subject.

 Of his two papers published in July 1907,
 the better known one is that in the Jahr-

 biicher [3, Bortkiewicz], which Sweezy has
 popularized and edited. Actually, however,
 the other and longer paper in the Archiv
 [4, Bortkiewicz], is the deeper of the two; it
 shows itself capable, in principle, of handling
 the general case, and not simply the special
 model of simple reproduction. When Sweezy
 states the belief that it does not attempt to
 solve the transformation problem as Marx
 himself presented it, he is perhaps being
 misled by the fact that no tableau of Marx
 is worked out in numerical terms. As indi-

 cated in my footnote 33, although Bortkie-
 wicz never quite employs the Leontief a
 matrix, his equations (9) and (11) are equiv-

 35 To him is due the well-known example of the num-
 ber of Prussian soldiers killed each year by the kick of a
 mule, and less happily, the designation of the Poisson
 distribution of rare events as the "law of small num-

 bers" (which is not in legitimate contrast to the "law of
 large numbers").

 alent to my "values" formulation and his
 equations (20) and (28) are equivalent to
 my "prices."36

 In accordance with the usual practice of
 writers, let me concentrate on the treatment
 involving simple reproduction. In this paper
 Bortkiewicz follows the example of Tugan-
 Baranowsky [38, 1905] and contemplates a
 Marxian model with three departments. De-
 partment I produces goods used only as
 intermediate goods (say, coal). Department
 II produces wage goods used as minimum
 subsistence (say, corn). Department III
 produces only luxury goods for capitalists
 (say, velvets or wampum). Using lower-case
 letters for "values" and upper-case letters
 for "prices," he summarizes this model by
 the relations

 C1 + v1 + S8 = C1 + C2 + C3

 (8)  C2 + V2 + s2 = V1 + V2 + V3

 C3 + V3 + S3 = S + S2 + S3

 where of course sj = svj in every case, in
 accordance with the novel notions of Volume
 I. The left-hand sides of these relations mea-

 sure the total costs (including surplus value)
 of the respective industries, and they are
 equated to the total revenues of the right-
 hand sides. But these right-hand sides also
 embody the assumption that each depart-
 ment has its respective role as intermediate,
 wage-good, and luxury industry.

 The same configuration can be written in
 its price mode as

 C1 + V + S1 = C1 + C2 + C3

 (9) C2 + V2 +S2 = V1 + V2 + V3

 C3 + V3 +S3 =S1 +S2 +S3

 36 It should be pointed out that Marx and his com-
 mentators use expressions like prices and values, not for
 intensive amounts per unit of the goods in question,
 namely Pj and p, but rather for the extensive totals of
 such magnitudes for the industry as a whole, namely
 for what we moderns would write as P3Q3 and pjQj. As
 will become clear, no real confusion on this point need
 arise, particularly since it is often convenient to use our
 dimensional license and define all Qj 1 along with
 total labor L= 1, in which case the distinction becomes
 vacuous.

 424
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 Samuelson: Understanding the Marxian Notion of Exploitation 425

 where Sj=r(Cj+Vj) in every case, in ac-
 cordance with the Volume III and bourgeois

 notion of a common interest or profit rate

 under perfect competition.

 To illustrate the "values" relations of (8)

 we may copy the Bortkiewicz and Tugan-

 Baranowsky tableau, which is reproduced

 as Tableau IV in Sweezy [36, 1942, p. 121].
 This is based on s = 2/3 or 66 2/3 percent:

 TABLE 3A. VALUES

 Constant Variable Surplus

 Capital Capital Value Value

 I 225 90 60 375

 II 100 120 80 300

 III 50 90 60 200

 375 300 200 875

 To illustrate the "prior" relations of (9) I
 have modified Bortkiewicz's tableau, which
 is shown as Tableau IV in Sweezy, by the

 trivial change of multiplying all its entries

 by 15/16, so that total wages or corn are
 shown as the same numerical amount of
 needed subsistence, namely as 300 in both

 cases. Based on a profit rate of r= 1/4 or
 25 percent, we have:

 TABLE 3B. PRICES

 I 270 90 90 450

 II 120 120 60 300

 III 60 90 372 1872

 450 300 1872 9371

 Since only proportions matter, how we
 determine scale or "normalize" the numbers

 is of no consequence: any two numbers in

 the respective tableaux could have been put
 in bold-face and set equal by convention.

 Thus, Bortkiewicz equates Department III's
 200, and some Marxians equate the grand

 totals; some erroneously try to equate two
 numbers, or equally erroneously, to equate

 certain ratios of two numbers-which, singu-
 lar cases aside, one cannot do, as Seton [33,
 1957] has pointed out.

 The equation set (9) is not written down

 explicitly in Bortkiewicz or Sweezy, but
 rtather in essentially the following equivalent
 form

 [(Cjc)cl + (V/v)vl](l + r)

 = (Cjc)(cl + C2 + C3)

 (10) [(C/c)c2 + (Vjv)v2](1 + r)
 = (V/V)(V + V2 + V3)

 [(C/C)C3 + (V/V)V3](l + r)

 = (S/s)(Sl + 82 + S3)

 where

 C/c = Cl/cl = C2/c2 = C3/C3

 (11) V/v = Vi/vi = V2/V2 = V3/V3

 S/s = (Sl + S2 + S3)j(Sl + 82 + S3)

 These last three ratios, which are written

 as (x, y, z) by Bortkiewicz, can be identified
 as the respective ratios for the three indus-
 tries of their unit prices to their unit values,
 or in my notation as being equal to

 (Pl/p1, P2/p2, P3/p3) = (Y', Y2, y3).37 In the
 above numerical tables, under my normali-

 37 In Samuelson [26, 1970], values were denoted by

 7rw rather than pj. Greek versus roman letters have often
 been used to distinguish values from prices.

 When this survey was in press I received a paper deal-
 ing with a problem usually sidestepped in the literature,
 namely the handling of varying periods of turnover of
 capitals (Aleksander Bajt, "A Post Mortem Note on the
 'Transformation Problem'," Soviet Studies, Jan. 1970,
 21(3), pp. 371-374). Briefly, I shall indicate here how to
 handle the case that involves durable or fixed capitals
 in addition to circulating capital (raw materials) used
 up completely in each period. Assume m durable capital
 goods or machines (Kl, . . ., Km), which are needed in
 amounts bij as Ki inputs to produce a unit of Qj; let the
 fraction of equipment used up in such production be dij.
 Now add to the n industries m new industries represent-
 ing gross capital formations of the equipments: thus the

 old aij matrix now has j going beyond n to m+n. And
 for i>n, the respective new augmented coefficients of a

 are of the form (1+r)-'(r+d,j)blj. Now our augmented
 relations are P/W= Ao(r) = ao(l +r) [I-a(r) (1+r)]-',
 where a(r) is the above-described augmented a matrix.
 Values are given by p/w=Ao(O)(1+s). As before Aoj'
 (r) >0, and all transformation relations of this paper
 continue to be valid and do represent genuine improve-
 ments over Engel's editorial repairs to Marx's fragmen-
 tary manuscript of Volume III.
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 zation (x, y, z) = (1.2, 1, 15/16) rather than
 (1.28, 16/15, 1) as in Bortkiewicz and

 Sweezy. Since only the r-atios of (x, y, z) are

 invariants, mere differences in scale are of

 no significance.

 Why should Bortkiewicz have chosen to

 write Cj and Vj in the roundabout form of
 (Cj/cj)cj and (Vj/vj)vj? If "values" cancel
 out of the price calculations, and Samuelson
 [25, 1970] shows that they indeed do, why

 introduce them in the first place? Or, at

 least, why not abandon them immediately

 and explicitly? Actually, it would have helped

 to avoid the misunderstandings in the litera-

 ture of the significance of the transformation

 process if Bortkiewicz had taken a more

 straightforward and transparent attack in
 his transformation of the models of simple
 reproduction. But there is rhyme and reason

 to his procedure, as we shall see.
 Although this was not brought out by

 Marx and his pre-1957 commentators, it is

 absolutely necessary to pick up from some-
 where the physical and technical data of the
 model. Without them no formulation of

 equilibrium is possible and no valid com-

 parison between the two regimes. Bortkie-
 wicz recognized that if we happen first to
 have given the values totals for the indus-

 tries, we can use them to calculate informa-
 tion about the a coefficients, after which the

 values are indeed abandoned in the compu-
 tation of prices. Further, in what is impor-
 tant for the understanding of the sense in

 which Volume I's concepts may be necessary
 or fruitful for the understanding of the real
 world and its laws of motions, if first we are

 given data on the price totals, we must use
 these data to calculate information about
 the technical a coefficients, after which prices
 can be abandoned in the computation of
 values. Tugan-Baranowsky had already (a
 few years before 1907) performed [38, 1905]
 the inverse transformation from prices to

 values by just such an implicit calculation
 of the (ao, a) data; Morishima and Seton

 [21, 1961] have more recently brought the

 subject around full circle. What saves an

 expression like (Cjlc,)cj from being a trivial
 tautology for cj is (11)'s -assertion that the
 factor Cjlcj is the same for all industries,
 independently of j, in reflection of the fact

 that there is a technology underlying the

 tableau.

 To understand how the (ao, a) data are
 "identified" in their relevant aspects, let me

 rewrite the relations in my notation. In

 general, we have

 cj + vj(l + s)

 -piaijQj + p2a2jQj + p3a3jQ1

 + wL,(l + s) = p,Qj

 (j = 1, 2, 3),

 (8' w(Li + L2 + L3)

 = W(aoiQi + aO2Q2 + aO3Q3) P2Q2,

 wbere (w, pj) represent the wage and values

 per unit; and

 (Cj + Vj)(I + r)

 - (Piai3Qj + P2a2,Qj + P3a3jQj

 (9') + WLj)(I + r) = PjQj

 (j = 1, 2, 3),

 W(L1 + L2 + L3)

 = W(aoiQi + aO2Q2 + aO3Q3) = PM,

 where (W, Pj) represent the wage and prices
 per unit.

 Six (or n { n-i }) of our needed twelve (or
 n { n+ 1 }) identifications are provided by the
 assumption that the model is one of "simple"
 structure, with only one good (coal) being
 needed as intermediate goods. This tells us

 that a2i= 0= a3i, for all j= 1, 2, 3. Thus, once
 we have specified the conventional physical

 units in which Qj, Q2, Q3, L= E Lj are to be
 measured, the remaining six (or 2n) co-

 efficients [aoj; a1j] can be identified from
 either tableau. Following Marx and not

 Tugan, let us begin with (8'), the values
 tableau. For brevity, I skip the general for-
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 mulation -and (assume the convention that

 Q] = Q2= Q3= L= 1,or rather, to keep the
 arithmetic simple, I assume Qi= Q2= Q3= 1
 aind L=300. Then the wage is one, w=1,

 (Ind all values per unit, pj, are identical with
 industry tot-al values measured in wage
 numeraire. Then, for Tables 3A and 3B

 all = pjanjQj/piQj = Cl/(Cl + c2 + C3)

 = 225/375 = 9/15

 a12= [pla12Q2/p2Q2](p2/pi)

 = C2/(Cl + C2 + C3) = 100/375 = 4/15

 a13= [plal3Q3/p3Q3](p3/pl)

 = C3/(C1 + C2 + C3) = 2/15

 ao1 = [waoiQj/piQi](pj/w)

 = L1/Q1 = (90/375)(375) = 90

 aO2 = [waO2Q2/P2Q2](P2/W) = L2/Q2

 = (120/300)(300) = 120

 ao3 = [waO3Q3/p3Q3](p3/W) = L31Q3

 = (90/200) (200) = 90

 For the mathematical reader, I may now

 quickly write down the Leontief production
 relations in matrix form

 Q = aQ + consumptions = aQ + Y

 = [I - a]-'Y = AY

 L=aQ=[90 120 0 =300

 = ao[I -a]

 0 1 1

 - o o~~o

 = Ao(O) Y = [225 180 120] 1 = 300

 Since only 180 labor units are needed to

 produce the total subsistence for laborers,

 i.e., to produce Q2= 1, and since we have 300
 labor units available, the rate of surplus

 value is defined by 1 +s* = 300/180 = 1+ 2/3.
 Our value relations then become, in

 matrix terms,

 p = wao(1 + s*) + pa

 = wao(1 + s*) [I - a]-' = ao(1 + s*)A,

 forw= 1

 = [90(5/3) 120(5/3) 90(5/3)]A

 -/15\ 4 \ 2\

 = [150 200 150] [ 6 j
 _O0 1 _

 = [375 300 200]

 which checks with the last column of Table
 3A above.

 To derive the price relations in matrix

 form, we must find that unique rate of
 profit, r*, which will raise the price of sub-

 sistence corn from 180 units to 300, so that
 the workers will have just enough wage in-

 come to buy the Q2= 1= Y2 of subsistence.
 Prices are defined by

 P = Wao(1 + r) + Pa(l + r)

 = Wao(1 + r)[I - a(l + r)]'

 = ao(1 + r)[I - a(l + r)]', for W = 1

 = Ao(r)

 Rather than solve A02(r) = 300 for its
 relevant root, which involves solving a

 quadratic, we can easily verify that, for r*
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 -1/4, P2/W= A02(1/4) = 300, namely

 - = [90(5/4) 120(5/4) 90(5/4)1 1 0

 _ O 0 1 _

 =[450/4 600/4 450/4] 15 15

 _O O 1_

 = [450 300 1871]

 which checks with the last column of Table
 3B.

 The analysis of Seton [33, 1957] may be

 briefly related to that here. Instead of speci-
 fying the vector of wage-subsistence [mi], he

 adds to the production requirements [aij]
 further input requirements needed to feed

 the workers, [kij]. Thus if every worker
 consumes [mi] independently of the industry

 he works in, Seton's kii would take the spe-
 cia-l form mia0o, and the results given here
 would be reached by him but by a different
 path of exposition. The only possible dis-
 advantage of his exposition in that case

 would be the fact that, every time any mi
 changed, he would have to rework the whole
 of his I- (a + k) (1 + r) matrix calcula-
 tions; the present conventional Leontief-
 Walras approach takes advantage of the

 decomposability of the subsistence require-
 ments from the rest of the relationships. On
 the other hand, the Seton hypothesis is a
 genuinely broader empirical one and can

 handle cases not admissible to the present
 formulation. A necessary price to pay for

 this greater generality is that it robs Volume
 I's surplus-value analysis of its greater

 algebraic simplicities; instead of the basic
 relations being linear in 1+s, one must in
 Seton's general case solve an eigenvalue poly-
 nomial II - a - k(I + s)| = 0 that is of as

 high algebraic degree as is I1- (a + k)
 *(1 + r)| =0. Morishima and Seton [921,

 1961], and Johansen [11, 1961], develop this

 1957 model further.

 Since my text has already registered its

 agreements and disagreements with such

 writers of the 1940s and 1950s as Joan
 Robinson [25, 1950] and Meek [19, 1956]

 only a few comments are needed here.38
 Winternitz [40, 1948] correctly points out

 that any luxury goods, such as Department
 III, which contribute neither directly nor

 indirectly to the pioduction of subsistence
 goods, can be ignored in determining the

 exploitation rate of profit; K. May [18, 1948],
 for unclear reasons, seems to deny this, but
 no subsequent writer follows him in this

 38 Since the writing of this paper, my old classmate
 from Chicago days, Professor Martin Bronfenbrenner
 of Carnegie-Mellon University, has inquired as to the
 connection between the solution proposed here and the
 solution to the transformation problem that he had

 suggested [5, 1965 and 6, 19671. I pointed out that his
 1965 and 1967 formulas, if taken literally, are subject
 to a defect that goes beyond the defect of the Marx 1894
 formulation-namely that the newly proposed competi-
 tive prices do not each equal the sum of their costs of
 production including stipulated profits. Professor Bron-
 fenbrenner writes that in 1971 he would prefer to have
 his formulas (expressed in his notation of p. 210 of the
 first reference and p. 634 of the second)

 P' = piWi/(Ci + Vi) replaced by

 P= [St + (pi - i)W I/(Ci + Vi)
 with appropriate modifications being made in his later
 formulas. Simple manipulation of the new formulas will
 show that the modified Bronfenbrenner solution is pre-
 cisely that of Marx's 1894 Volume III, with all the
 defects of false evaluation of intermediate-good costs
 referred to by other writers and by my text.
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 respect. As I have already indicated, writers

 err in thinking that this decomposability of

 luxuries is a correction or siniplification of

 Bortkiewicz; I should also add that writers

 err in believing that such a decomposability

 property adds to, or subtracts from, the

 empirical validity of an exploitation model

 (contrary to vague suggestions among
 modern commentators on Ricardian con-

 structions).

 In a useful survey M. Dobb [9, 1955]

 points out that he had earlier erred in think-

 ing that the transformation from values to
 prices would involve a substantive change

 in resource allocations. Indeed so long as

 technological coefficients and subsistence-
 quanta are frozen constants no such change

 takes place. But Dobb's original instinct was

 a good one. All classical writers, particularly

 when discussing inventions, show an aware-
 ness that the blueprints of life contain more

 than one page. As soon as [a0j, aii, mi] cease
 to be uniquely-given constants, but instead
 have to be selected from two or more options
 in ternms of cost minimization, the discus-
 sions reviewed here become overly simple.

 As one goes from r* to s*, and vice versa, the

 [ao, a, m] regime may change and the indi-
 cated correspondences between them will no
 longer hold. Now the price regime can no

 longer be defined by purely algebraic pro-
 cedures of root extraction; instead, competi-
 tive cost minimizations may involve switch-
 ings (and reswitchings). Such substitutions
 cannot happen if cost minimization takes
 place in terms of values, since relative values,

 pilpj, are independent of s, as was indicated
 in the parallel shiftings in Figure 1 and as is
 clear from the proportionality between values
 and labor costs. One would expect this to

 be registered as a defect of the Volume I
 values scheme, since for planning purposes

 it requires the richest and poorest societies

 to use the same production methods. It is

 difficult, however, to compare the efficiencies

 of the two regimes until the problem is better
 posed. Efficiency in terms of what? And for

 whom? This much can be said in favor of
 price-profit as against value-surplus con-

 figurations: the former could, and the latter

 generally could not, serve as the efficient
 golden-age asymptote of a rationally planned
 solution to an optimal-control problem of

 generalized Ramsey and von Neumann type.39
 Thus, as soon as goods have some substituta-

 bility for each other for workers and non-

 workers, generally everybody can be made
 better off by a judicious transformation from
 values to prices. This is an important fact in
 weighing the merits of the Volume I inno-
 vations.

 In closing I wish to emphasize that, except
 inadvertently, I have not discussed any evi-
 dence bearing on the empirical usefulness

 (for the last century or this one) of the
 exploitation model as throwing light on the

 laws of motion of the system. In the present

 paper I have tried only to clarify the logic of
 that model-in the hope that any evaluation

 of how it has worked out over time can

 benefit from an understanding of how it
 works in every instant of time.

 39 While this article was in press C. C. von Weizsacker
 and P. A. Samuelson in "A New Labor Theory of Value
 for Rational Planning Through Use of the Bourgeois
 Profit Rate" (Proceedings of the National Academy of
 Sciences, June 1971, 68) proved the following theorem:
 if labor grows at exponential rate 1 +g, and goods are
 to be priced at their "synchronized labor costs," then

 the bourgeois pricing formula Ao(g) = ao(l+g) [I-a
 (1+g)]-' must be charged by rational planners. More
 generally, if in addition to population growth at (1+g),
 invention causes direct labor requirements to decrease
 like (1+h)-t, then pricing goods so that all which does
 not go to wages goes for "widening" of capital goods

 will require ratios Pi/Pj to equal Ao0(G)/Aoj(G), where
 the profit rate satisfies 1 +G = (1+g) (1 +h).
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